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Abstract

Photocatalytic processes are regarded as a sustainable and environmental-friendly

way to attenuate mankind’s strong dependence on fossil fuels, which are the main

responsibles for high pollution levels in our planet. Metal microporous chalcogenides,

due to band structure, bandgap value and highly reduced charge carrier’s residence

time within the crystal lattice, are probably more suitable for photocatalysis than

metal oxides, the most used photocatalysts. This review, besides updating the existing

literature, intends to expand on the possibilities of these materials. This review is

divided into two parts. The first part will focus on materials science, more specifically

on presenting the main chalcogenide clusters and materials that are made up by such

clusters: structures analogous to zeolites and ultimately hybrid materials. To finish

the section, three alternatives of synthesis that have been investigated recently are

presented. The second part will focus on photocatalysis, in particular the application
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of these materials for the production of solar fuels by H2O photodecomposition and CO2

photoreduction, and the degradation of organic pollutants. This review concludes by

presenting the challenges of these materials and future perspectives for their synthesis

and use as photocatalysts.
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1 Introduction

The 20th century was marked by the rapid increase in world population, energy consumption

and the emergence of new technologies, particularly in the transport sector and electrical

appliances, making mankind dependent on the burning of fossil fuels. Such dependence of

fossil fuels has enabled the enormous development of the countries in the western world.

However, today mankind is facing the consequences associated with its exploitation, namely

the reduction of available reserves and the harmful effects of their use, such as pollution

and the emission of greenhouse gases. Although the direct cost of energy to the consumer

is relatively low compared to other essential goods, the secret cost, the energy externalities,

associated with the negative impact that its discovery, exploitation, distribution and con-

sumption as well as the consequences on human health due to environmental pollution, is

paid by society as a whole. One of the greatest externalities is the increase in greenhouse

gas emissions. Although the amount of carbon emitted from anthropogenic sources is lower

than the naturally exchanged between the biosphere and the atmosphere, this increase is

enough to artificially alter the climate.1–3

The energy provided by the sun, about 120 000 TW of electromagnetic radiation, far

exceeds the current energy needs of mankind. Solar energy has enormous potential as an
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economical, abundant and clean energy source. However, it cannot be used directly. Since

solar energy is diffuse and intermittent, the conversion of solar energy into useful energy

should also involve concentration and storage. Nowadays, it is possible to find commercially

available technologies that allow the thermal use of solar energy for water or home heating

and for the production of electricity through photovoltaic panels.1

Recently, intensive research has been carried out in the area of photocatalysis in order

to produce solar fuels. The first compound found to show photocatalytic activity was TiO2

in 19724 and, since then, different ways to increase photocatalytic performance have been

investigated. Different materials, such as metal oxides, metal and oxy-nitrides, metal chalco-

genides, alkali metal base, polyoxometalate-based strucutres, with sometimes very specific

combined structural arrangements between materials such as Z-scheme systems or others

with interfaces forming Schottky barriers and organic materials, are being investigated for

use as photocatalysts.5–16 Among the materials presented, the metal oxides, metal chalco-

genides and their composites stand out.17

The vast majority of oxides show high values for the optical band gap and can only absorb

radiation in the UV region. Bearing in mind that only 5% of the solar spectrum is made up

of UV radiation and about 43% of the visible radiation, the synthesis of materials with band

gaps more adapted to solar radiation becomes essential to meet high yields of conversion,

especially for the solar-to-fuel route.18 Metal chalcogenides comprise a viable alternative

to metal oxides, as they have a band gap more suitable for solar radiation.19 It is already

possible to find in the literature reference to the use of metal chalcogenides as photocatalysts

in processes of pollutants degradation but also for the production of fuels.20–28

Microporous materials have, over time, attracted enormous interest in both scientific and

technological fields. Since they allow the interaction with atoms, molecules and ions at the

surface but also at the bulk, these materials have innumerable applications, namely in gas

separation, ionic exchange and petrochemical industries.29 Since the applications of these

materials are closely related to their topology and chemical composition, intense research
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has been carried out on the synthesis of new materials. According to Zheng et al.30 there

are several advantages in using crystalline microporous materials as active photocatalysts.

The open framework architecture helps, due to the high surface area, increase the number of

active sites, but is also likely to reduce the electron-hole recombination rate since it reduces

the average carrier path to reach the surface of the catalysts particle where the reaction

occurs. However, oxide based porous materials are mainly insulators (typically silica or

silica-alumina), presenting limitations for applications involving photon absorption. Thus,

in order to expand such applications, the synthesis of porous materials with semiconducting

properties became desirable.31 In particular, while the conduction band of transition metal

oxides and transition metal sulfides materials is primarily derived from the metal s orbitals,

the valence band is primarily derived from oxygen 2p orbitals for transition metal oxides32

and for transition metal sulfides it derives from sulfur 3p orbitals,33 allowing substantially

narrowed bandgaps for the latter.

Recently, porous chalcogenides materials have received special attention, as they combine

the presence of an open framework with semiconductivity, thus making it possible to use such

materials in optoelectronic devices, photocatalysis and fast ionic conduction materials.34

Although it is possible to find in the literature some reviews about metal chalcogenide

materials, notably on metal sulfide nanostructures,35–37 hollow nanostructures,38 nanocrys-

tals,39 composites with graphene40 and more recently on the application of metal sulfides on

water splitting for H2 production,17 this review will focus on porous chalcogenides materials

that have clusters as building blocks, because the most recent review on this subject is from

2013 and major developments have happened since then.34,41,42 Therefore, besides updating

the existing literature, this document intends to expand on the potential applications of

these materials.

This review is divided into two parts. The first part will focus on materials science,

more specifically on presenting the differences between microporous oxides and microporous

chalcogenides, followed by the presentation of the main clusters that constitute these materi-
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als. It then focuses on the materials that are made up by such clusters: structures analogous

to zeolites and ultimately hybrid materials. To finish the section on materials science, three

alternatives of synthesis that have been investigated recently are presented. The second part

will focus on photocatalysis, in particular the application of these materials to the production

of solar fuels and the degradation of pollutants.

2 Cluster-based Chalcogenide Materials

The term “chalcogen” was first used in 1930 by Werner Fischer and derived from the Greek

words χαλκσ́ζ, copper, and γευυώ, giving birth. By definition, this term refers to the ele-

ments of group 16 of the periodical table - oxygen, sulfur, selenium, telurium and polonium.

However, it is generally used to treat all the elements of this group except oxygen, since the

chemistry of this element was generally discussed in separate chapters in common chemical

inorganic textbooks.43,44 Hence, in order to be consistent with the classification used by

other authors, when the word “chalcogen” or its derivatives are used, it is referring to the

elements of group 16, excluding oxygen.

The main difference between oxygen and the other elements of group 16 is the presence

of vacant d orbitals. The heavier elements can use these orbitals in bonding, so their coordi-

nation number is not limited to four nor their valence limited to two, as it is in oxygen.44,45

Open framework chalcogenides present themselves as a particular system, since both cations

and anions in the framework tend to adopt a tetrahedral coordination. In the case of zeolites

or zeotype materials, only metal cations tend to adopt a tetrahedral coordination while oxy-

gen atoms generally adopt a bi- or tricoordination.46 This tetrahedral arrangement allows

the formation of clusters that are not observed in oxygen-based materials.42

Therefore, it is observed that chalcogenide materials with an open framework present as

building units MxSy clusters, where M is a metal cation, generally from Groups 12-14 (such

as Zn, Cd, Ga, In, Ge and Sn), instead of TX4 tetrahedra that can be found in zeolite or
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zeolite-like materials. One of the immediate consequences of using MxSy clusters instead of

the TO4 is the increase pore size.47

Given that the framework consists of clusters, which can be seen as large artificial atoms,

an extra structural level associated with each cluster arises, allowing to fine tune the material

properties.42,46 Of the many known clusters,48 the tetrahedrally shaped clusters stand out.

Since the discovery in 1989 by Bedard et al.49,50 of microporous sulfides through hy-

dro(solvo)thermal methods, intense research has been done in order to obtain new materials

with controlled chemical compositions and architectures, so that their physical and chemical

properties are better adapted to a desired application.51

2.1 Clusters

Open framework chalcogenides are crystalline materials consisting of clusters that are con-

nected by chalcogen bridges or metal ions. The porous volume is usually occupied by organic

or inorganic components. The clusters that constitute these structures, due to their dimen-

sions, are on the quantum dots scale. These materials have properties that depend on their

dimensions, in particular the electronic structure and electronic properties.42,48 Considering

that the periodic arrangement of clusters can be seen as dots and the cavities as antidots,

these materials allow the study of the interactions between individual dots and, due to the

regular distance between them, the interdot coupling.52 The electronic properties become

particularly valuable as most of these clusters are semiconductors with a bandgap and band

structures suitable for the visible region.

These clusters, which are essentially made up of metals and chalcogen atoms, can be

synthesized from a wide variety of reactions. The simplest one is the association, in the

appropriate proportions, of metal cations and chalcogen anions in solution. Since both

components can achieve different oxidation states, it is still possible to obtain these clusters

from a redox reaction using a metal reductant and a chalcogen oxidant. With these two

techniques, non-molecular structures are usually obtained, that is, structures constituted by
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the infinite connection between atoms into 1-, 2- or 3-dimensions.48

The clusters, after formed, can connect, originating open frameworks. These frameworks

can be seen as decorated nets. A decorated net is a net where an atom was replaced by

a cluster, while maintaining the connection pattern.53 Figure 1 presents some examples of

topologies presented by 3-dimensional structures. It is observed that the most common

topology in this family of materials is the diamond topology, simple or double interpene-

trated. Interpenetration refers to two or more nets, with the same or different chemical

composition, chained to each other.54
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(a) Diamond
(b) Sodalite (c) CrB4

(d) Cubic carbon nitride
(e) Gismondine

(f) Nabesite (g) ABW

Figure 1: Representation of diamond (D), sodalite (SOD), CrB4, cubic carbon nitride (C3N4),
gismondine, nabesite (NAB) and ABW topologies

2.1.1 Tetrahedral Clusters

This type of cluster is the most common building unit in open framework chalcogenide

materials. They are usually composed of cations from groups 12 to 14, and may also have

other elements such as Fe, Mn, Co, Cu or Li.

There are different types of tetrahedron clusters, namely supertetrahedral Tn, super

supertetrahedral Tp,q, pentasupertetrahedral Pn, capped supertetrahedral Cn, oxyclusters
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and a combination between tetrahedral and octahedral features in the same cluster, the TOn

series.

2.1.1.1 Supertetrahedral Clusters Tn

The most common and simplest series of tetrahedral clusters is entitled supertetrahedral

clusters. Tetrahedral clusters are fragments of the cubic ZnS-type lattice and denoted as Tn

by Li et al.,55 where n represents the number of metal layers. Figure 2 shows the diagrams

of different Tn clusters for n=2, 3, 4, 5.

Figure 2: Diagrams for different Tn clusters (n = 2, 3, 4 and 5) where the red balls represent
the cations and the yellow balls the anions. In clusters where two types of cations coexist,
the blue balls represent the divalent cations46

The number of cations in a Tn cluster is given by tn = n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)/6. The number of

anions per cluster is given by tn+1 = (n+ 1)(n+ 2)(n+ 3)/6. The formulas for discrete Tn

(n = 2-6) clusters are M4X10, M10X20, M20X35, M35X56 and M56X82, respectively. Taking into

account that in a continuous network of clusters the four vertices of the supertetrahedron

are shared with another supertetrahedron, the final composition of the structure is MxXy,

where x= tn and y= tn+1 − 2.
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Regarding coordination, all cations have a coordination equal to 4. The same is no longer

true for anions. They may have a coordination of 2 if they are at the vertices of the cluster,

coordination of 3 if they are on the face of the cluster, or coordination of 4 if they are within

the cluster. The number of anions with 2-coordination is given by 6n−4, with 3-coordination

given by 2(n− 1)(n− 2) and with 4-coordination is given by (n− 3)(n− 2)(n− 1)/6. Table

1 shows the number of cations and anions present in an isolated Tn cluster or when it

participates in a network, as well as the number of anions with coordination 2, 3 and 4. It

is observed that anions with 4-coordination only exist for n greater or equal to 4. In order

to ensure the compliance with Brown’s equal valence rule,56 the 4-coordinated chalcogen

atoms are only bonded to divalent cations in order to ensure that the four bonds have a

bond valence of 1/2, thus explaining the need to use divalent cations to obtain clusters with

n greater or equal to 4. The number of divalent cations in the cluster as a function of n is

given by tn − 6n+ 8.52,57

Table 1: Composition of Tn clusters

Cluster tn tn+1 Number of Cations Number of Anions
Anion coordination

Tn x y 2 3 4

1 1 4 1 2 2 0 0
2 4 10 4 8 8 0 0
3 10 20 10 18 14 4 0
4 20 35 20 33 20 12 1
5 35 56 35 54 26 24 4
6 56 84 56 82 32 40 10

As the size of the cluster increases, the overall negative charge increases, making it

difficult to stabilize clusters with higher dimensions.42 Therefore, only structures consisting

of clusters up to n = 6 are known.

It is observed that the presence of low-valence cations in M3+-S system promotes the

formation of larger-sized clusters and high-valence cations promotes the formation of smaller

clusters. When only trivalent cations are present it is common to obtain T3 clusters.
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2.1.1.1.1 T2 and T3 chalcogenide based materials

In 1994 Yaghi et al.58 presented the first synthesis of an open framework microporous

sulfide based on Ge containing the T2 Ge4S10 cluster as building unit and using (CH3)4NHS.

The material obtained has the formula [(CH3)4N]2[MnGe4S10] and presents a noninterpen-

etrating framework with a diamond topology. The crystalline structure is based on the

presence of T2 Ge4S10 clusters which are connected by MnS4 tetrahedra (see Figure 3). In

order to obtain the 3-dimensional structure it was necessary to add mono or divalent cations,

such as Mn, Cu,58–60 Ag,61 Fe58 or Cd58 which will be responsible for connecting the different

building units, hence avoiding the formation of a layered material.

(a)
(b)

Figure 3: (3a) Representation of the connection of the T2 Ge4S10 clusters through MnS4

tetrahedra. (3b) Structure of MnGe4S10·2 (CH3)4N where the organic part was not presented
(Mn - pink; Ge - gray, S - yellow)58

Also based on the T2 Ge4S10 cluster, Cahill et. al62 obtained a material entitled QUI-

MnGS-1 with a diamond lattice. Although QUI-MnGS-1 is also based on the Ge4S10 cluster,

the presence of MnS4 tetrahedral is not observed. The connection between the Ge4S10 clusters

is made by sulfur atoms at the vertices through a sulfur bridge. It was observed that it is

possible to eliminate part of the structure directing agent (SDA) through calcination, at a

temperature between 240◦C and 360◦C without destroying the framework. At temperatures
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above 360◦C the structure collapses.

Another interesting structure was synthesized by Zheng et al.63 A laminar material was

obtained, designated as UCR-28, constituted by alternating T2 Ge3S9Zn(H2O) clusters and

simple ZnS3(H2O) tetrahedrons (see Figure 4). The cluster of this material can be seen as

a traditional T2 cluster where one of the tetrahedrons has been replaced by Zn(H2O). In

UCR-28, the Zn(C6N4H18)(H2O) complex ion is used as SDA instead of an organic amine or

pure organic cations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (4a) Side and (4b) top views of UCR-28 (H - pink, Ge - dark purple, S - yellow,
Zn - dark gray, N - light gray, C - brown, O - red)63

In the Ge-S system the largest synthesized cluster is type T2. This is justified by the fact

that the cations’ charge is too high to satisfy the coordination environment of a tricoordi-

nated anion that exists for clusters bigger than n =2. The number of known 3-dimensional

frameworks is low, perhaps because fully connected M4+-S frameworks would be neutral, not

allowing the electrostatic interaction with a SDA.46,64
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The chemical system In-S has been extensively studied by Cahill et al.47,65 Several mate-

rials with different dimensions, from isolated clusters to 3-dimensional frameworks, based on

the T2 In4S10 and T3 In10S20 clusters were obtained. As for the materials based on the T3

clusters, it was concluded that such cluster could be obtained over a range of SDAs, and the

presence of water played a key role in defining the final topology of the material, but not on

the type of cluster formed (see Table 2). When using dimethylamine (DMA) or diethylamine

(DEA) as SDA, a 3-dimensional structure is obtained (see Figure 5a). When the SDA used

is the DEA and water exists in the initial gel, a laminar structure is obtained instead (see

Figure 5b). Therefore, it can be said that the SDA is not the only determining factor for

the final topology of the material.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Representations of (5a) DEA-InS-SB1 and (5b) DEA-InS-SB2 where the organic
component was not presented (In - pink, S - yellow)47

Li et al.55,66 also synthesized 3-dimensional microporous solids based on In, which presents

the T3 clusters as building units in its structure. Three crystalline structures, ASU-31 (see

Figure 6a), ASU-32 (see Figure 6b) and ASU-34 (see Figure 6c) were obtained, because

different types of SDA were used.
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(a)
(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Representations of (6a) ASU-31, (6b) ASU-32 and (6c) ASU-34 where the organic
component was not present (In - pink, S - yellow)55 66

Comparing the structures obtained by Cahill47,65 and Li55,66 (see Table 2), the structures

synthesized by the first exhibited an interpenetrated framework. This type of framework

occurs when the pore size is too large to support the framework. This is not the case with

the structures obtained by Li, since the SDAs allowed the obtention of giant cavities.

Table 2: Different materials based on the T3 In10S20 cluster and their gels compositions and
final topology (adapted from Ref.47)

Material SDA
Gel composition (mol)

Cluster Structure Interpenetration Ref.
In S Organic H2O

DMA-InS-SB1 DMA1 1 2,3 4,4 16,6 T3 3D - DD2 Yes 65

DEA-InS-SB1 DEA3 1 2,3 6,8 trace T3 3D - DD2 Yes 47

DEA-InS-SB2 DEA3 1 2,3 3,4 14,0 T3 2D No 47

ASU-31 HPP4 1 2,5 n/a5 n/a5 T3 3D - SOD6 No 55

ASU-32 DPM7 1 2,5 n/a5 n/a5 T3 3D - CrB4
8 No 55

ASU-34 HMA9 1 2,5 n/a5 n/a5 T3 3D - CrB4
8 No 66

1 Dimethylamine. 2 Double Diamond. 3 Diethylamine. 4 1,3,4,6,7,8-hexahydro-2H-pyrimido[l,2-a]pyrimidine. 5 n/a - not available.
6Sodalite (see Figure 1b). 7 Dipiperidinomethane. 8 (see Figure 1c). 9 Hexamethyleneimine.

Normally in this class of materials the different clusters are connected via a sulfur bridge,

where the sulfur presents a sp3 hybridization. Wu et al.67 were able to obtain a molecule

compound with an ethane-like conformation where two T3-InS clusters are connected by a

sulfur that exhibits a sp hybridization. It was the first time that the stabilization of a linear

sulfur was made by N-H· · ·S hydrogen-bonding interactions instead of metal-S multiple
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bonds or steric hindrance from the ligand. Looking at Figure 7, one can see that three

protonated 1,5-diazabicyclo[4.3.0]non-5-ene (DBN) molecules are surrounding the connection

mode between the two T3 clusters.

Figure 7: Molecular compound obtained by Wu et al.67 (In - pink, S - yellow, C - brown, N
- nitrogen, H - white)

The Ga-S system was also studied. Zheng et al.68 having obtained for the first time a

structure based on the T3 Ga10S18 cluster, called UCR-7. Depending on the SDA used, they

were able to obtain a structure based on cluster T3 Ga10S17,5(S3)0,5, known as UCR-18, that

presented a polysulfide linkage between the clusters which had not yet been observed (see

Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Representation of the connection mode between the clusters of the UCR-18 struc-
ture (Ga - green, S - yellow)68

When using 1-(2-aminoethyl)piperazine (AEP) as a SDA in the Ga-S system, clusters

connected by a polysulfide bridge are obtained. However, when the same SDA is used in

the In-S system, a structure where the clusters are connected through the common bisulfide

bridge is obtained instead. According to Zheng et al.,68 this situation is explained by the

different sizes between Ga and In. Due to the small size of Ga when compared with In,

a contraction of the framework occurs, making it more difficult to accommodate the AEP

molecule. Thus, the presence of the polysulfide bridge allows the expansion of the framework,

contrary to its natural contraction due to the presence of Ga instead of In.

More recently, a 3-dimensional interrupted structure based on the combination of Sn,

In and S and using 3,5-dimethylpiperidine as SDA has been synthesized.69 A structure is

considered to be interrupted when the clusters that constitute it are only connected to three

other clusters, instead of four (see Figure 9a). The obtained material, entitled SCU-36,

has as framework based on 3-connected T2 clusters and has a etc topology (see Figure 9b).

Other interesting features about SCU-36 is the presence of extra-large channels, consisting

of 36-MR, and a very low framework density. As for the exchange properties of the material,

after 12 hours of exchange with CsCl the N2 absorption is negligible. When the time of

exchange or the CsCl concentration were increased, the crystal structure collapsed.
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(a)
(b)

Figure 9: Representations of (9a) an interrupted framework and of (9b) SCU-36 where the
organic component was not present (In - pink, Sn - gray, S - yellow)69

Based on the same chemical system, 2-dimensional structures were later obtained.70

Such materials, entitled SOF-23 and SOF-24 (see Figure 10), are based on the presence of

interrupted T3-InSnS clusters but present several connection modes between the different

clusters. Regarding the organic part, responsible for counterbalancing the negative charge of

the framework, SOF-23 presents a combination between 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]-7-undecene

(DBU) and (CH3)2NH, where the last species results from the decomposition of DMF during

the the solvothermal synthesis. As for SOF-24, it also presents 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]-7-

undecene (DBU) and (R)-()-2-amino-1-butanol (AB) on its extraframework space.

(a)
(b)

Figure 10: Representations of (10a) SOF-23 and (10b) SOF-24 where the organic component
was not present (In - pink, Sn - gray, S - yellow)70
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According to Wu et al.,70 when partial replacement of In by Sn occurs, the high negative

charge of corner sites of clusters decreases, increasing the possibility for the formation of

interrupted structures.

Continuing the research to obtain more complex structures, Wang et al.71 synthesized for

the first time a structure based on the extended spiro-5 unit, which are expanded through

the fusion of five T3-InSnS clusters. The obtained compound, entitled SOF-27, exhibits

for the first time a NAB topology (see Figure 1f). Comparing the structure obtained with

nabasetie, the only known natural zeolite with the NAB structure, the ring size is increased

three times due to the use of T3 clusters instead of TO4 tetrahedra.

Turning to selenium-based materials, there is a reduced number of crystalline 3-dimensional

selenium-based frameworks. The first known structure72 is based on the T2 cluster Ge4Se10,

where the addition of divalent metal cations is required to connect the different clusters, in

order to achieve a 3-dimensional framework with an analogous structure to that obtained by

Yaghi et al.58

Continuing the search for larger clusters, the first T3 cluster based on the In-Se system

was obtained by Wang et al.73 Later, Xue et al.74 were able to obtain a family of compounds

also based on the In-Se which presented polyselenides bridges as a way to connect the different

clusters.

As for the Ga-Se chemical system, the first 3-dimensional open frameworks based on T3

clusters as building units were first obtained by Bu et al.75 Two different materials were

obtained: OCF-6 and OCF-13. The first one presents a diamond topology and a ring size of

18 T atoms while the second one presents a CrB4 topology and a ring size of 24 T atoms. The

synthesized structures present non-interpenetrating frameworks while the ones obtained for

the Ga-S system are all interpenetrating nets. As for the synthesis conditions, the existence

of water promotes the crystal growth while in the Ga-S system the synthesis must be held

in a non-aqueous medium.
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Table 3: Different materials based on the T3 Ga10X20 (X = S, Se) cluster and their gel
compositions and final topology

Material SDA
Gel composition (mol)

Cluster Structure Interpenetration Ref.
Ga S Se Organic H2O

UCR-7-GaS-TETA TETA1 n/a2 n/a2 - n/a2 - T3 3D Yes 68

UCR-7-GaS-TAE TAE3 n/a2 n/a2 - n/a2 - T3 3D Yes 68

UCR-7-GaS-DBA DBA4 n/a2 n/a2 - n/a2 - T3 3D Yes 68

UCR-18-GaS-AEP AEP5 1 3,3 - 8,6 - T3 3D Yes 68

- DEA6 1 2,1 - 33,0 - T3 3D - DD7 Yes 76

OCF-6-GaSe-TMDP TMDP8 1 - 2,5 4,9 152,9 T3 3D - D9 No 75

OCF-13-GaSe-DPM DPM10 1 - 2,5 5,2 207,5 T3 3D - CrB4
11 No 75

1 Triethylenetetramine. 2 n/a - not available. 3 Tris(2-aminoethyl)amine. 4 Di-n-butylamine. 5 1-(2-aminoethyl)piperazine. 6 Diethylamine.
7 Double Diamond. 84,4’-trimethylenedipiperidine. 9Diamond (see Figure 1a). 10Dipiperidinomethane. 11 CrB4 (see Figure 1c).

Recently, through the use of antimony, an ion that presents a non-tetravalent coordina-

tion, it was possible to obtain Ga56Sb16S136 and In36Sb6S75 superclusters that are based on

the assembly of T3 clusters.77

The supercluster Ga56Sb16S136 (see Figure 11a) can be seen as four T3 Ga10S20 clusters,

sixteen GaS4 tetrahedra and sixteen SbS3 trigonal pyramids. Four GaS4 tetrahedra are

combined, presenting an arrangement similar to an adamantane cage. This adamantane-type

arrangement is connected to four SbS3 trigonal pyramids, generating a unit with the formula

Ga4Sb4S16. Each Ga4Sb4S16 unit is connected to three T3 clusters, therefore presenting an

interrupted Sb site (see Figure 11b).

(a)
(b)

Figure 11: (11a) Ga56Sb16S136 supercluster and (11b) connection mode between the
Ga4Sb4S16 unit with each T3 cluster (Ga - green, Sb - brown, S - sulfur)77
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As for the second supercluster, the In36Sb6S75, it is composed by 3 In10S20 T3 clusters

and a In6Sb6S24 unit (see Figure 12). It is the In6Sb6S24 unit responsible for connecting

with the other superclusters. Each In6Sb6S24 links with other three T3 clusters from three

different supercluster by a Sb-S bond.

Figure 12: Representation of In36Sb6S75 supercluster (In - pink, Sb - brown, S - yellow)77

Two new structures, MCOF-31 and MCOF-32, were obtained with these superclusters.

MCOF-31, composed by the Ga56Sb16S136 cluster, presents a 2-dimensional interpenetrate

framework. As for MCOF-32, it presents a 3-dimensional framework with a pcu topology.

Regarding tellurium, obtaining structures with this element is the most challenging, since

tellurium presents low reactivity and tellurides are environmentally unstable. Although

examples of structures with Te are found in the literature, the majority do not present

clusters as building units.78 The first material based on T2 Ge/Sn-Te clusters was obtained

by Tsamourtzi et al.79 Following these works, Zhang et al80 obtained the first material based

on T2 In-Te clusters. The material obtained has a 2-dimensional chiral structure (see Figure

13) and the T2 clusters have a different composition. One of the Te of the cluster was

substituted by ethylenediamine (see Figure 14). This organic component has a terminal

position, not making any connection with other clusters.
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Figure 13: Representations of the layered material obtained by Zhang et al. (In - pink, N -
gray, Te - dark green, H - light pink, C - brown)80

Figure 14: Representations of cluster that forms the structure obtained by Zhang et al. (In
- pink, N - gray, Te - dark green, H - light pink, C - brown)80

2.1.1.1.2 Supertetrahedral clusters with n >3

The need to obtain structures with large pores has led to the development of structures

composed by Tn clusters with n greater than 3, since the size of the ring is increased n

times, thus leading to structures with a highly open framework.75 Although Tn are the

most commonly used type of clusters, they have limitations in their use. The first is the

way to connect the different clusters. Generally, the connection between two clusters is

made through bi-coordinated chalcogen bridge. When using this type of clusters, the formed

structures tend to be interpenetrated, in order to reduce the potential energy and stabilize

the structure, leading to a reduction in pore size and pore volume.81,82 Another difficulty that

arises is the drastically increase of negative charges with increasing n, making it difficult to

synthesize clusters with large dimensions. Although the metal cations are always coordinated

with four anions, the same cannot be said for anions at the surface. Thus, as the cluster size
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increases, so does the number of underbonded anions, contributing to the huge increase in

the global negative charge of the cluster.83

The first material based on a T4 cluster was synthesized in 2001 by Li et al.57 This

interpenetrating structure is formed by clusters of the type In16Cd4S35, where Cd2+ presents

a fundamental role in obtaining such structure. It is due to the addition of the divalent

cation that the local charge balance at the core tetrahedral anion is achieved. Continuing

the research on the synthesis of structures based on T4 clusters, Bu et al.81 managed to

synthesize a structure where a sulfur atom was connecting three T4 clusters.

Wang et al.84,85 were able to synthesize a family of T4-based 3-dimensional sulfides as

well as using transition metals, such as Fe and Co, to join the different T4 clusters into a

2-dimensional framework. Taking into account the mentioned materials (see Table 4), it is

possible to obtain the structure of CrB4 from a diverse range of SDAs, provided they contain

a piperazine ring. However, the cubic carbon nitride and UCR-1 topologies are more rigid,

since they can only be obtained from di-n-butylamine and 4,4’-trimethylenedipiperidine,

respectively, as SDA. It is also interesting to note that when using 1,2-diaminocyclohexane as

a SDA in the chemical systems In-Fe-S or In-Co-S the final material presents a 2-dimensional

structure instead of a 3-dimensional structure.
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Table 4: Different materials based on T4 In16X4S35 (X = Zn, Cd, Fe, Co, Mn) cluster and
their gel compositions and final topology

Material SDA
Gel composition (mol)

Cluster Structure Interpenetration Ref.
In S X Organic

CdInS-44 BAPP1 1 2,5 0,3 4,3 In16Cd4S35 3D - CrB4
2 Yes 57

UCR-8FeInS-DBA DBA3 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 In16Fe4S35 3D - C3N4
5 No 81

UCR-8CoInS-DBA DBA3 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 In16Co4S35 3D - C3N4
5 No 81

UCR-8ZnInS-DBA DBA3 1 3,5 0,4 15,1 In16Zn4S35 3D - C3N4
5 No 81

UCR-8CdInS-DBA DBA3 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 In16Cd4S35 3D - C3N4
5 No 81

UCR-1CdInS TMDP6 1 2,9 0,3 3,9 In16Cd4S35 3D - UCR-17 No 84

UCR-1ZnInS TMDP6 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 In16Zn4S35 3D - UCR-17 No 84

UCR-1MnInS TMDP6 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 In16Mn4S35 3D - UCR-16 No 84

UCR-1CoInS TMDP6 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 In16Co4S35 3D - UCR-17 No 84

UCR-5ZnInS-1 BAPP1 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 In16Zn4S35 3D - CrB4
2 No 84

UCR-5ZnInS-2 AEPP8 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 In16Zn4S35 3D - CrB4
2 No 84

UCR-5ZnInS-3 ATMP9 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 In16Zn4S35 3D - CrB4
2 No 84

UCR-5MnInS BAPP1 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 In16Mn4S35 3D - CrB4
2 No 84

UCR-5CoInS BAPP1 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 In16Co4S35 3D - CrB4
2 No 84

- DACH10 1 2,0 0,5 132,9 In16Fe4S35 2D No 85

- DACH10 1 4,0 0,5 149,5 In16Co4S35 2D No 85

11,4-bis(3-aminopropyl)piperazine. 2CrB4 (see Figure 1c). 3Di-n-butylamine. 4 n/a - not available. 5Cubic carbon nitride (see Figure 1d).
64,4’-trimethylenedipiperidine. 7UCR-1 topology (see Figure 15). 81-(2-aminoethyl)piperazine. 94-amino-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine.
101,2-diaminocyclohexane.

Figure 15: Representation of the UCR-1 structure (In - pink, Cd - mangenta, S - yellow)84

Now replacing In with Ga, Zheng et al.68 were able to synthesize a structure based on

the T4 Ga16Zn4S35 clusters with the same structure, UCR-5, as the materials previously

obtained by Wang et al.,84 by using BAPP as a SDA. Continuing the study of materials
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containing Ga, Bu et al.75 obtained a material based on the Ga-Zn-Se system that does not

present an interpenetrating framework by using TMDP as SDA.

Wu et al.83 managed to synthesize a family of materials based on the complex Sn-Ga-

M-X (M = Mn, Cu, Zn; X = S, Se) chemical system. It was found that in the systems

under study, there was a phase transformation from a 3-dimensional interpenetrated diamond

framework composed of T4 clusters, OCF-5 (see Figure 16a), to isolated and highly stable

T4 clusters, OCF-40 (see Figure 16b). It was observed that OCF-5 has highly disordered

dipiperidinomethane (DPM) molecules and OCF-40 highly ordered protonated piperidine.

Thus, it is assumed that the driving force controlling the transformation of OCF-5 into

OCF-40 is the gradual decomposition of DPM into piperidine, which causes the dissolution

of OCF-5 and subsequent formation of OCF-40. When pyridine is used as SDA instead of

DPM, only OCF-40 is obtained. In this system, the SDA does not influence the type of

cluster obtained, but rather the dimension of the material obtained. It is also referred that

in order to obtain large clusters, the relative concentrations of the cations involved must

be carefully controlled. The cations involved have distinct functions. The cations M2+ or

M+ serve to counterbalance the charge requirements of the anions at the cluster core and

the high-valence cations, M4+ and M3+, serve to stabilize the unbound anions at the cluster

surface.
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(a)
(b)

Figure 16: Representations of (16a) OCF-5 and (16b) OCF-40 obtained by Wu et al. (Ga -
green, N - light gray, Se - orange, H - light pink, C - brown, Sn - gray)83

It is well known that the doping of a material is used to tune its electronic properties. Wu

et al.86 evaluated how the doping of the chemical system Ga-Zn-Se by Sn or S or changing

the amine type can influence the electronic properties of such T4 cluster based materials.

The starting gel consisted of Ga(NO3)3, Zn(NO3)2, Se and H2O. Four different SDAs, 1,5-

diamino-2-methylpentane (DAMP), 4,4’-trimethylenedipiperidine (TMDP), piperidine (PR)

or N-ethylcyclohexanamine (ECHA), were evaluated and for each SDA doping with Sn (by

adding SnCl2), S (by adding dimethylsulfoxide - DMSO) and dual doping with Sn and S

was also evaluated. The experimental results of the different forms of doping are represented

schematically in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Scheme of the different forms of doping as well as the experimental results obtained
(X means no crystalline product is obtained)86
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Taking into account Pauling’s valence rule87 and Pearson’s hard and soft acid base the-

ory,88 the core anion should be surrounded by Zn2+ and the corner sites should be occupied

by high valence cations. Such rules dictate the distribution of the different ions on the clus-

ter. It was observed that the core Se2- is easily replaced by S2- and partial replacement of

the Se2- at the face sites by S2- is observed. The doping with Sn4+, which will substitute

the Ga3+ at the corner sites, suppresses the doping by S2- because it has a bigger affinity for

Se2-. Comparing the consequences of the doping on the charge of the cluster, doping with S2-

does not affect it while doping with Sn4+ reduces the global charge of the cluster. Therefore,

organic amines with lower charge density induce more Sn4+ doping on the corner sites of the

cluster. The doping also affects the cluster size. Taking into account ionic radii and bond

distances, doping with Sn increases the size of the cluster and doping with S decreases it.

No doping or only doping with S, while using TMDP leads to OCF-1 (material previously

study by Bu et al.75). For all used amines, OCF-5 (see Ref.83 for more information regard-

ing the topology) is obtained when both Sn and S doping is used. When only Sn doping

is used, OCF-5, OCF-40 or OCF-42 (OCF-42 is a 3-dimensional structure composed by the

combination of T2 and T4 clusters89) can be obtained, depending on the organic amine used.

Recently, by controlling the M4+/M3+/M+ ratios and selecting a suitable SDA it was pos-

sible to obtain a 3-dimensional structure, entitled MCOF-3, where the T4-CuGaSnS clusters

were connected by a single-Cu+-ion (see Figure 18).90 Comparing the MCOF-3’ gel composi-

tion with OCF-40’, there was an increase of Cu+/Sn4+ ratio, which favors the connection be-

tween clusters being made by Cu+, and the usage of a superbase, 1,5-diazabicyclo[4.3.0]non-5-

ene (DBN), instead of piperidine as SDA. Regarding topology, MCOF-3 presents a three-fold

interpenetrating diamond framework.
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Figure 18: Mode of connection between the T4 clusters present on MCOF-3 (Sn - gray, Ga
- green, Cu - blue, S - yellow)90

All 3-dimensional structures based on T4 clusters composed by three different metals

have diamond as topology, regardless of the SDA used.

The first synthesized T5 cluster had a missing core atom.91 As there is no core atom,

there are no sulfur atoms with 4-coordination, so the existence of divalent cations is not

necessary. Thus, it is possible to achieve large-sized clusters without the need to incorporate

divalent cations in the structure, provided that the clusters have at least one missing core

atom. Other structures based on pseudo T5 clusters were synthesized. Su et al.92 managed to

obtain a layered structure based on pseudo T5 cluster In28Cd6S56. The synthesized structure

has a lower Cd content than the expected for a T5 cluster, as the theoretical In22Cd13S54

cluster is unstable due to the high negative charges.

To synthesize a true T5 cluster it was necessary to add Cu to the In-S system, obtaining a

cluster with the formula In30Cu5S54.
93 With this type of clusters it was possible to synthesize

two distinct structures, one with a 2-dimensional framework, entitled UCR-16 (see Figure

19a), and another with a 3-dimensional framework, the UCR-17 (see Figure 19b) while

using 4,4-trimethylenedipiperidine (TMDP) as SDA. Both structures are obtained in the

same batch, with UCR-16 as the dominant phase.
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(a) (b)

Figure 19: Representations of (19a) UCR-16 and (19b) UCR-17 obtained by Bu et al. where
the organic part is not presented (In - pink, Cu - blue, S - yellow)93

Wu et al.,94 in order to study the insertion of dopants in specific places at atomic scale,

obtained for the first time isolated T5 clusters. For that, a pseudo T5 cluster was first

synthesized, entitled ISC-10, based on In-Cd-S system. It was also observed that, when the

amount of Cd in the precursor gel increases, a 2-dimensional framework is obtained, entitled

OCF-43, composed by the same clusters as in ISC-10. After obtaining the ISC-10, diffusion

of Cu to the void of the cluster is performed, originating a T5 cluster composed by In-Cu-

Cd-S. It was observed that even a small amount of Cu is enough to cause big differences

on the photoelectric properties of the materials. The doping of ISC-10 by Mn2+ was also

evaluated.95 After the doping with Mn2+ there is a strong red emission that is not observed

in the typical semiconductor materials doped with Mn2+.

From the T5 clusters obtained so far only the combination M3+/M2+ has been observed

to be possible.

Some years after the synthesis of a true T5 cluster, a T6 cluster was obtained (see Figure

20).96 In order to achieve a cluster of that size without adding organic ligands to stabilize the

negative charges, a mixed metal strategy is used, in order to have some high valence cations

at the corners of the cluster that allow the reduction of the global charge. In order to achieve

that, the ratio M2+/M3+ of an ideal T6 cluster should be one. In the obtained T6-based

2-dimensional structure (see Figure 21), named OCF-100, all Zn ions are located at the core

or at the faces of the cluster and the edges are occupied by In3+. As for the SDAs used
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during OCF-100 synthesis, 3,5-dimethylpiperidine (DMP) and diethylenetriamine (DETA)

were utilized.

Figure 20: Representation of a T6 cluster (In - pink, Zn - black, S - yellow)96

Figure 21: Representation of OCF-100 obtained by Xue et al. where the organic part is not
present (In - pink, Zn - black, S - yellow)96

2.1.1.2 Super-supertetrahedral Clusters Tp,q

It was observed that in some cases four Tn clusters were organized in a polyhedra struc-

ture, giving rise to a supertetrahedron, called Tp,q, which means that Tp clusters are or-

ganized in a Tq cluster using a X2- as a linkage between the clusters.97 Figure 22 shows a

representation of a T3,2 cluster.
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Figure 22: Representation of a T3,2 cluster (In or Sn - green, S - pink)98

The first time such structure was obtained was by Li et al.99 The synthesized structure

consists in the presence of T2 clusters organized in a T4 cluster, thus leading to the presence

of T4,2 units with the composition Cd16In64S134. When an ionic exchange was performed in

order to attempt the substitution of the organic part with inorganic cations, no exchange

was observed, revealing strong ionic forces between the organic agent and the crystal.

Continuing the work to obtain structures based on this type of clusters, Wang et al.97

obtained a structure based on the infinite arrangement of T5 clusters, i.e. that presents

a structure based on T5,∞ (see Figure 23a). The material obtained, entitled CIS-11, is

an example of the super supertetrahedral arrangement for the Cu-In-S chemical system.

In order to obtain the T5,∞ arrangement, it is observed that the corner sulfur atom has

a coordination of 4, responsible for connecting four T5 clusters, being the first time such

connection between clusters is observed. CIS-11 could be obtained by using different SDAs.

When dibutylamine (DBA) is used as SDA, crystals with higher morphology and crystallinity

are obtained. By using isopropylcyclohexylamine (iPcHA) it is possible to obtain a higher

synthetic yield. Some years later, another structure was obtained, entitled CIS-27, also based

on the arrangement of T5 clusters into a T5,∞ crystal, but by using 3, 5-dimethylpiperidine

(DMP) as SDA instead of DBA or iPcHA.100 CIS-27 presents a different connection mode

between the different T5 clusters when compared to CIS-11 (see Figure 23b). For each
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group of four T5 clusters, three are connected through a 3-coordinated sulfur atom and the

remaining T5 cluster is connected to just one cluster.

(a)

(b)

Figure 23: (23a) Representation of a T5,∞ crystal (In - pink, Cu - blue, S - yellow).97 (23b)
Comparison of the different connection modes between CIS-11 and CIS-27100

A material was then obtained, entitled ITF-9, based on the T4 In-Zn-S clusters which were

geometrically arranged to form a T4,∞ crystal.101 ITF-9 presents a single-diamond topology

and after an ionic exchange with Cs+ to eliminate the SDA, the structure maintains its

crystallinity. The stability of ITF-9 was also compared with UCR-1 and UCR-8. Both

materials consist of T4 clusters, but the mode of connection between the clusters is different

(see Table 4). In UCR-1 the clusters are connected through a bicoordenated sulfur bridge

and in UCR-8 the clusters are connected through a tricoordenated sulfur bridge. Although

the ITF-9 maintains its diffraction pattern after the ion exchange at room temperature, the

intensity of the peaks associated with the UCR-1 and UCR-8 structures decrease drastically.

When the ion exchange is performed at a higher temperature, ITF-9 is able to maintain

its structure. The same is not true for UCR-1 and UCR-8, occurring the collapse of the

structures.

2.1.1.3 Pentasupertetrahedral Clusters Pn

Another example of tetrahedral clusters are the penta-supertetrahedral clusters Pn. Each

Pn cluster can be seen as an assembly of four Tn tetrahedrally distributed into the four faces

of one anti-Tn cluster. An anti-Tn cluster is a Tn cluster where the positions of cations and
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anions are exchanged. P1 (see Figure 24) and P2 (see Figure 25) clusters can be found as

building blocks in a wide variety of open frameworks. Comparing to a Tn cluster of the same

order, a Pn cluster has larger dimensions. For that reason, it is harder to prepare materials

that use Pn clusters as building units.46,64,102

The number of cations in a Pn cluster is given by tn = [4n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)/6] + [(n+ 1)(n+

2)(n+ 3)/6] and the number of anions is given by xn = [4(n+ 1)(n+ 2)(n+ 3)/6] + [n(n+

1)(n+ 2)/6] (see Table 5).

Table 5: Composition of Pn clusters

Cluster
tn xnPn

1 8 17
2 26 44
3 60 90

Figure 24: Representation of P1 cluster (Se - orange, Zn - gray, Sn - dark purple)103

Figure 25: Representation of P2 cluster (In - pink, Cu - blue, S - yellow)104
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A P1 cluster consists of four T1 MX4 clusters and one anti-T1 XM4 at the core, resulting

in a P1 cluster with the composition M8X17.
102 Zimmermann et al.105 and Dehnen et al.103

obtained P1 clusters of the type M4Sn4Se17 (M = Zn, Mn, Co). A 3-dimensional structure

was then obtained based on the Cd4Sn3Se13 cluster, which derives from Cd4Sn4Se17, originat-

ing a polar open-framework.106 The extra-framework is occupied by K+ cations which can

be exchanged with other cations such as Li+, Na+ or Rb+, while maintaining the structure

of the material.

Continuing the research to obtain P1 clusters, Palchik et al.107 obtained clusters based

on sulfur instead of selenium, presenting the chemical formula M4Sn4S17 (M = Zn, Mn,

Co, Fe). Also based on the Zn4Sn4S17 cluster, Manos et al.108,109 obtained a 3-dimensional

structure in which each cluster is connected to four Sn atoms through the four terminal

sulfur atoms. In turn, each Sn atom is connected to four clusters. The connection of clusters

through metal centers is somewhat rare when it comes to methods of connection between

clusters. Regarding the topology of the structure, it is of the diamond type with three

different sizes of cavities (see Figure 26a). Each cavity has a distinct chemical reactivity,

since the distribution of K+ cations is different in each one (see Figure 26b). Due to the

difference in cavity chemical reactivity, the structure has a high Cs+ selectivity, even in the

presence of a major excess of Li+, Na+, K+ or Rb+. In the absence of Cs+, the structure

has a high ion-exchange capacity for NH4
+, comparable to that of natural zeolites.
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(a) (b)

Figure 26: Representation of the structure obtained by Manos et al.,108,109 (26a) without
and (26b) with the presence of K+ (Zn - gray, K - purple, S - yellow)

As for 3-dimensional structures based only on P2 clusters (see Figure 25), Lv et al.104

were able to synthesize such structures, entitled it MCOF-1 (see Figure 27a) and MCOF-2

(see Figure 27b). Both materials are based on a combination of Sn-In-Cu. MCOF-2 presents

an interrupted open framework, which is somewhat peculiar for these type of structures.

As for the SDA used to obtain these structures, it results from a combination of (R)(-)-

2-amino-1-butanol (2-AB) and 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]-7-undecene (DBU). Both structures

collapse after an ion exchange with Cs+.

(a)
(b)

Figure 27: Representation of the structures (27a) MCOF-1, with a chiral srs, and (27b)
MCOF-2, with a double diamond topology (Sn - gray, In - pink, Cu - Blue, S - yellow)104
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Another example of a 3-dimensional structure composed by P2 clusters is MCOF-4.90

This material is composed by P2-CuGaSnS clusters interconnected by Cu+ cations, being the

first time that this combination of metals is used in this family of clusters and the connection

between them is not made by a bisulfide bridge.

As can be seen, most of the structures obtained are isolated clusters, and there is no

example of a laminar structure composed by this type of clusters.

2.1.1.4 Capped Supertetrahedral Clusters Cn

A third example of tetrahedral clusters is the Capped Supertetrhaedral series Cn. Each

Cn clusters consists of Tn clusters covered by a shell of atoms. Each face of the individual

Tn cluster is covered by the bottom atomic sheet of a T(n + 1) cluster and each corner

covered by a metal-chalcogenide group. Thus, the stoichiometry of a MxXy type Cn cluster

is equal to x = [n(n + 1)(n + 2)]/6 + [4(n + 1)(n + 2)]/2 + 4 and y = [(n + 1)(n + 2)(n +

3)]/6 + [4(n + 2)(n + 3)]/2 + 4 (see Table 6).46 Representations of clusters C1 and C2 can

be found in Figures 28 and 29 respectively.

Table 6: Composition of Cn clusters

Cluster
x y

Cn

1 17 32
2 32 54
3 54 84
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Figure 28: Representation of C1 cluster (Cd - pink, C - carbon, S - yellow)110

Figure 29: Representation of C2 cluster (Se - green, H - light pink, Hg - gray)111

Lee at al.112 obtained for the first time a C1 cluster with the composition S4Cd17(SPh)28.

Later, a 3-dimensional double interpenetrated diamond structure based on the C1 Cd17S4(SCH2

CH2OH)26 cluster110 and a 3-dimensional polymeric complex based on [S4Cd17(SPh)24(CH3OC

S2)4/2]n · n CH3OH113 were also synthesized.

The first material based on the C2 cluster, with the composition Cd32S14(SC6H5)36·DMF4,

was obtained by Herron et al.114 Vossmeyer et al.115 obtained a similar structure but with

different organic parts. It was observed that the organic residue has a direct influence on the

final architecture as well as on the optical properties of the final material. Other examples

of materials based on the C2 cluster can be found in the literature. For example, Behrens

et al.116 obtain an unusual C2 cluster based on Hg-Se chemical system where the Hg atoms
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adopt an almost trigonal planar coordination, and Eichhöfer et al.111 synthesized the first

manganese chalcogenide C2 clusters.

Within this series of clusters, another similar one appears, entitled Cn,m, that has the

same chemical composition as a Cn cluster, but presents a different spatial arrangement of

the corner atomic unit. The Cn,m cluster is obtained by rotating one of the atomic units

by 60◦. Each Cn cluster has four atomic units and each one can be rotated independently,

giving rise to four distinct series (m corresponds to the number of atomic units rotated).46

Zheng et al.117 obtained the first example of clusters of this series. The cluster Cd54S32(SPh)48

(H2O)4 and Cd32S14(SPh)40 are the first examples of C3, 4 (see Figure 30) and C2, 2 (see

Figure 31), respectively. It was also observed that it is possible to dope the C3, 4 clusters

obtained with Fe or Co.

Figure 30: Representation of C3, 4 cluster (Cd - pink, C - carbon, S- yellow)117

Figure 31: Representation of C2,2 cluster (Cd - pink, C - carbon, S- yellow)117

It can therefore be concluded that clusters of this series have not yet been obtained
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without the presence of an organic component and that the materials obtained are only the

result of the combination M2+-X (X = S, Se). With the exception of the materials synthesized

by Behrens et al.116 and Eichhöfer et al.,111 all the others have in their composition Cd, a

chemical element known for its toxicity.

2.1.1.5 Oxyclusters

The addition of oxygen atoms to the clusters is a technique used to obtain large clusters,

since it allows the diffusion of the bond valence associated to the chalcogen anions. It is thus

possible to obtain Tn clusters with n > 2 with only tretavalent metals.118 Regarding more

practical applications, metal chalcogenides may present stability problems, namely when

used as photocatalysts. Therefore, it is expected that the formation of oxycluster-based

structures will have a superior stability, being able to maintain the electronic properties,

such as adequate band structures and favorable absorption on the visible region.119

The first isolated Sn10O4S20
8- oxycluster (see Figure 32) was obtained in 1975 by Schiwy

et al.120 Later, Kaib et al.121 obtained the same isolated anion but using Li insatead of Cs as

a counter cation. Due to the replacement of Cs by Li, the water content is about 2,5 times

higher that of the structure with Cs.

Figure 32: Representation of the T3 Sn10O4S20 oxycluster (Sn - gray, O - red, S - yellow)121

Parise et al.122 obtained for the first time a 3-dimensional structure with a 4-connected
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porous system using as building units the clusters previously obtained by Schiwy et al.120

The material obtained, designated as TETN-SnOS-SB2, presents a two-interpenetrating

network, a topology analogous to cristobalite and HN(CH3)3
+, decomposed from TETN

used during the synthesis, occupying the channels (see Figure 33). Continuing the research

to obtain structures based on the T3 Sn10O4S20
8- cluster, the same research team obtained a

layered material, entitled TMA-SnOS-SB3.123 It was observed that it is possible to obtain the

TETN-SnOS-SB2 or TMA-SnOS-SB3 structures from the analogous non-oxygen frameworks.

Although the source of oxygen is not known, one possible hypotheses for the origin of this

element is the decomposition of the water used as a solvent in the gel.

Figure 33: Representation of the structure TETN-SnOS-SB2 where the organic part
HN(CH3)3

+ is not shown (Sn - gray, O - red, S - yellow)122

Huang et al.118 obtained for the first time a material composed of T4 Sn20O10S34 oxyclus-

ters (see Figure 34). Such material presents a two fold interpenetrating diamond framework

and maintains its structure in an environment with a pH from 1 to 13 for a period of one

week. When an attempt was made to eliminate the organic compounds present in the porous

system by ion exchange with Cs+, it was observed that the porosity of the sample did not

change.
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Figure 34: Representation of the T4 Sn20O10S34 oxycluster (Sn - gray, O - red, S - yellow)118

Regarding the In-Sn-O-S chemical system, Zhang et al.124 obtained a 3-dimensional mate-

rial based on the pseudo T4 In4Sn16O10S34 oxycluster (see Figure 35) for the capture of heavy

metals. Regarding topology, this material presents a two-fold interpenetrated 3-dimensional

framework analogue to cristobalite.

Figure 35: Representation of the pseudo T4 In4Sn16O10S34 oxycluster (Sn - gray, O - red, In
- pink, Zn - pink, S - yellow)124

Zhang et al.,125 in order to develop a catalyst for oxygen reduction reaction, obtained

isolated Ge-Zn P1 oxyclusters doped by Mn (see Figure 36). The clusters obtained are more

stable than the traditional P1, due to the replacement of S2- with OH- at the four corners

of the cluster.
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Figure 36: Representation of the P1 oxycluster (Ge - gray, O - red, Mn - purple, S - yellow)125

As for the Ga-O-S system, Vaqueiro et al.76 were successful in obtaining a 3-dimensional

structure based on a T3 cluster where the terminal sulfur was substituted by an oxygen

atom. The connection between the clusters is made by an unusual polysulphide linkage and

it is the first time that the linkage of these types of clusters is made through a O2- bridge.

Aharia et al.126 studied the Sn-Se chemical system. It was observed that there is a change

of phases between a TMA2Sn3Se7 laminar material to a TMA2Sn5Se10O 3-dimensional ma-

terial (where TMA represents tetramethylammonium, the SDA used). What differentiates

the achievement of the different phases are temperature and synthesis time. It was observed

that for two days of synthesis, a laminar monocyclic phase is the only phase present. On the

fourth day of synthesis, three distinct phases coexist: two laminar orthorombic and mono-

cyclic phases and a third unknown phase. On the seventh day of synthesis there is a fourth

phase associated with a 3-dimensional tetragonal material which becomes the only phase

present after sixteen days of synthesis. The 3-dimensional material (see Figure 37) consists

of T2 Sn4Se10O clusters with the oxygen atom located at the center (see Figure 38).
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Figure 37: Representation of TMA2Sn5Se10O 3-dimensional material (Sn - gray, O - red, Se
- green)126

Figure 38: Representation of TMA2Sn5Se10O 3-dimensional material building unit (Sn -
gray, O - red, Se - green)126

Continuing the research in obtaining selenium-based materials, Lin et al.119 prepared

a material based on the T3 Sn10O4Se20 cluster while using N-(2-aminoethyl)ethanolamine

(AEAE) as SDA. The structure synthesized, entitled OCF-61-SnOSe, can be deconstructed

into three levels of organization. The primary building unit is the SnSe4 tetrahedron. The

next structural level would be to obtain a T3 Sn10Se20. However, its formation is unfavor-

able, as it is an unstable structure due to the excessively high bond valence due to Sn4+.

Thus, a T3 Sn10O4Se20 is formed, where four adamantane-type cages surround O2- groups,

being the secondary building unit. The tertiary building unit is the formation of the super-

supertetrahedral cluster. Four T3 Sn10O4Se20 are connected through bicoordinated Se2- but

also through a dimeric Sn2Se6
4-, originating a T2 cluster (see Figure 39). Therefore, OCF-
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61-SnOSe can be characterized by the presence of the super-supertetrahedral T3,2 cluster

which presents a honeycomb layered structure.

Figure 39: Representation of the unusual building unit present in OCF-61 (Sn - gray, O -
red, Se - green)119

2.1.1.6 TOn clusters

TOn differs from Tn, Cn to Pn cluster series so far presented, as they result from the

combination of tetrahedral and octahedral bonding features in the same cluster. Such clusters

result in the combination of a NaCl-like octahedral core covered by a ZnS-like tetrahedral

shell.

The first example of a structure based on this type of clusters was obtained by Wu et

al.127 This structure, entitled OCF-41, is made up of In-S TO2 clusters. The TO2 cluster

consists of an In10S13 octahedral core which presents four four T2 In4S10 clusters on the

corners, and four hexagonal In3S3 rings on the faces (see Figure 40). OCF-41 presents a

2-dimensional structure where the TO2 clusters are connected through dimeric In2S(H2O)2

units.
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Figure 40: TO2 cluster composed by four T2 clusters, four hexagonal rings and an octahedral
core127

Due to the high negative charge associated with the TO2 cluster it is difficult to coun-

terbalance it using the usual SDAs, thus limiting the construction of structures with high

dimensions. One of the methodologies used by Wang et al.128 to obtain a 3-dimensional struc-

ture using TO2 clusters as building units was through the introduction of high-valence metal

cations. Two 3-dimensional structures, entitled SOF-25 and SOF-28, based on Sn-In-S TO2

clusters and using R-(-)-2-amino-1-butanol (2-AB) and 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]-7-undecene

(DBU) as SDAs were obtained. Both materials present a double (see Figure 41a) and triple

interpenetrated diamond framework (see Figure 41b), respectively.

(a)
(b)

Figure 41: Representation of (41a) SOF-25 and (41b) SOF-28 materials (In - gray, O - red,
S - yellow)128

2.1.1.7 Structures with different series and types of combined clusters
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Examples of structures consisting of only one type of cluster as a building unit were pre-

sented. However, it is possible to have materials composed by more than one type of cluster.

Thus, by increasing the complexity and diversity of these systems, it is possible to synthesize

materials with physical and chemical characteristics adapted to a specific application.

Starting with the Tn clusters, there are four types of clusters, thus it is possible to have

six different combinations: T2-T3, T2-T4, T2-T5, T3-T4, T3-T5 and T4-T5. The biggest

challenge in synthesizing structures based on different Tn clusters is the phase separation,

ending with two distinct structures containing only one type of cluster.

Han et al.129 synthesized for the first time a compound that consisted on the presence of

Sn-Ga-S T2 cluster and the uncommon Sn-S-O T3 cluster, adopting a PtS type topology.

The first example of a T2-T4 combination is presented by Wu et al.89 The synthesized

structure, OCF-42, results in a combination of M4+/Ga3+/Se2- T2 cluster and Ga3+/Zn2+/Se2-

T4 cluster by using 4,4’-trimethylenedipiperidine (TMDP) as SDA. The structure is not con-

stituted through the alternation of the two types of clusters. Each T2 cluster is connected

to four T4 clusters (see Figure 42a) and each T4 cluster is connected to one T2 cluster and

three T4 clusters (see Figure 42b), thus obtaining a T2/T4 framework ratio equal to 1:4.

(a) (b)

Figure 42: Different modes of connection in OCF-42: (42a) one T2 cluster connecting four
T4 and (42b) one T4 clusters connecting one T2 cluster and three T4 clusters89

As for the T2-T5 combination, Wang et al.130 managed to obtain such structure, des-

ignated CIS-52, through the combination of Ge-In-Cu-S. The starting system was In-S and
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the addition of Cu favors the formation of T5 clusters, while the presence of Ge favors the

formation of T2 clusters. In this case, the structure is composed through the alternation of

clusters.

When Zheng et al.68 obtained for the first time a structure based on the Ga-Zn-S T4

cluster system, it was also observed that by changing the SDA, an architecture based on the

alternation of clusters type T3 and T4 is obtained, named UCR-19. Another example of a

structure based on the presence of T3 and T4 clusters is presented in Ref.,76 being the first

example of the incorporation of Co on the Ga-S system.

The 3-dimensional structure synthesized by Wang et al.91 where, for the first time a

pseudo-T5 cluster was obtained, is based on the alternation of the pseudo T5 cluster with

T3 clusters. Another example of a 3-dimensional structure composed by the combination

T3-T5 clusters is the material obtained by Zhang et al.,131 named IOS-35. In such material

the T3 clusters are composed by In and S and the T5 clusters are oxyclusters, presenting a

combination of In, O and S.

A material with the combination T4-pseudo-T5 was first obtained by Wang et al.132 Such

structure, OCF-45, presents a non-interpenetrated diamond topology and it is based on the

In-Mn-S chemical system. OCF-45 presents a large extraframework volume and windows

aperture due to the non-interpenetrating topology and the presence of big clusters size. For

the elimination of the SDA, a simple ion exchange with Cs+ can be done. However, a small

shift of the diffraction peaks towards lower angles can be observed, since with the elimination

of the large organic species the crystalline framework tends to shrink.

As for structures based on different clusters, Zhang et al.133 manage to synthesize a

material, entitled HCF-1, which was composed by P1 and T2 clusters of the chemical system

In-S, presenting a 2-dimensional framework. Following these works, a 3-dimensional structure

based on T3,2 and T3 clusters from the Sn-In-S chemical system was obtained.98 In such

structure, SOF-2, each T3,2 clusters is connected to four T3 clusters.

Of all the observed combinations, it should be noted that no material has yet been
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obtained that results from the combination of M4+ and M2+ metals.

2.1.2 Non Tetrahedral Clusters

Due to the tetrahedral coordination of Tn, Pn and Cn clusters series, these units become the

ideal candidates for the construction of open frameworks. However, the number of clusters

available is limited. Moreover, clusters in the Pn and Cn series tend to maintain their

isolated form rather than forming open frameworks. It is therefore advisable to create other

series of clusters in order to complement the cluster-based chalcogenide open frameworks.128

2.1.2.1 Semi-cube Clusters

Regarding this type of clusters, two possible compositions stand out: Sb3S6 (see Figure

43) and Sn3S4 (see Figure 44).47

Figure 43: Representation of Sb3S6 building units134

Figure 44: Representation of Sn3S4 building unit135
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Parise et al.136 obtained for the first time a layered material based on the Sb3S6 cluster.

When tetramethylammonium ion is used as a SDA, a 3-dimensional structure is obtained.137

Research continued into this chemical system, using large tertiary amines in order to try

to produce materials with larger cavities.134 When tetrapropylammonium hydroxide or tri-

ethylenetetramine is used, no 3-dimensional materials are obtained, but 1-dimensional and

2-dimensional structures, respectively.

The materials obtained by Bedard et al.49,50 in 1989 are the first examples of layered

materials composed by the semicube Sn3S4 clusters. Next, Jiang et al.135,138–141 have studied

the Sn-S system, obtaining layered materials based on the periodic arrangement of Sn3S4

clusters. Two types of layered materials were obtained: SnS-1 and SnS-3. The difference

between the two is based on the way the clusters are connected. SnS-1 presents a hexagonally

shaped 24-atom rings (see Figure 45a) and SnS-3 (see Figure 45b) has elliptically shaped

32-atom rings.

(a) (b)

Figure 45: Representation of (45a) SnS-1 and (45b) SnS-3 laminar structures where the
organic part was not represented (Sn - gray, S - yellow)135

It has been observed that when using small size SDAs, such as tetrabutylammonium

hydroxide, SnS-1 is obtained and with large size SDAs, for example tetrapropylammonium
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or tetrabutylammonium hydroxides, originate SnS-3. Both structures have a surprising flex-

ibility. In order to accommodate SDAs with different shapes or dimensions, the synthesized

materials may undergo a certain degree of elastic deformation, changing the interlamellar

spacings instead of forming a structure with a new topology. Another important character-

istic of these materials is their thermal stability when removing the SDA used during their

synthesis. SnS-1 was also subjected to an ion-exchange study. When tetramethylammonium

hydroxide is located in the intralaminar space, it is possible to exchange part of the organic

component with Na+, Ca2+, Co2+ or Ni2+. However, the structure collapses when trying to

exchange with Cu2+ or Ag+.142

Bowes et al.143 performed a more in-depth study of the SnS-1 structure. It was noted

that it is possible to use tetramethylammonium (TMA), tert-butylammonium (TBA) or

quinuclidinium (QUIN) as SDAs to obtain these structures. Such species occupy the inter-

laminar space, being responsible for counterbalancing the charge of the framework, but also

to support it. The size and shape of the SDA is responsible for controlling the interlam-

inar distance, but also the thermal stability, and adsorption and sieving properties of the

material. The SnS-1 structure is able, to a certain extent, to exchange with other species,

occurring its swelling. When the species are too large, they are simply excluded, thus having

a sieving effect. The substitution of sulfur by selenium was also evaluated. The analysis of

diffraction data allows the conclusion that the structures of the materials TMA2Sn3S7 and

TMA2Sn3Se7 are identical. However, an increase in lattice was observed due to the larger

size of the selenium comparing to sulfur. It is also possible to obtain the SnS-1 structure

from tris-2-aminoethylamine144,145 or 1-(2-aminoethyl)piperidine,145 thus showing the flexi-

bility of this structure to accommodate different molecules into their interlayer space. Qi et

al.146 continued to study the ion-exchange properties of SnS-1. After exchanging with Cs+

or Sr2+, the material maintains its crystalline structure.

Switching to selenium-based materials, Han et al.147 obtained 1-dimensional and 2-

dimensional materials with the Sn3Se4 semicube cluster, using the alcohol C2H5OH as a sol-
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vent. The laminar material has a honeycomb structure with elliptical holes with Mn(en)3
2+

cations at the nanochannels. For the 1-dimensional structure, it can been represented as a

an anionic zig-zag chain with Ni(en)3
2+ located between the chains.

2.1.2.2 Icosahedral Clusters

As seen above, the presence of monocations such as Cu+59–61 or Ag+61 is restricted to

connecting the clusters or to partially replacing the cationic sites of the tetrahedral clusters.

With the increase in the content of monocations in the framework, new clusters emerge,

where the icosahedral clusters stand out. This type of clusters has six connection modes,

allowing the obtention of topologies that would not be possible with tetrahedron clusters.

To obtain this type of icosahedral clusters, the presence of high valence cations with a

tetrahedral coordination is essential, since it reduces the negative charge of the chalcogenide

ions.148 The monocation that has been the subject of most research is copper, originating

a new family of materials such as copper-rich open-framework chalcogenides. Due to the

high copper content in the structures, there is a reduction in the band gap value, making

these materials promising when it comes to applications in the areas of photovoltaic and

photocatalysis applications.149

The first examples of structures with icosahedral clusters as building units were obtained

by Schimek et al.150 The 3-dimensional structure obtained consists in the connection of

Cu8S13 icosahedral clusters through Sb atoms that assume a tetrahedral coordination with

the sulfur atoms.

Following these works, Zhang et al.151 obtained a material based on icosahedral clusters

composed by Cu and S using Ge as a connection mode (see Figure 46).
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Figure 46: Representation of an icosahedral cluster (Ge - gray, Cu - blue, S - yellow)151

Regarding the structure, it can be seen as a cubic packing of Cu8S12 icosahedral clusters

that are connected in two directions by dimeric Ge2S6 units and on the other direction by

GeS4 (see Figure 47a). Comparing with 3-dimensional structures composed by T2 clusters

with the same chemical elements, it can be observed that the architecture formed by icosa-

hedral clusters presents a higher number of Cu than Ge. Continuing the research on this

series of materials, it was possible to obtain structures also composed by Cu8S12 icosahedral

clusters that were only connected by GeS4 units.152 The structures obtained present the

3-dimensional topology of perovskite (see Figure 47b). Comparing the two materials, the

structure that only presents as GeS4 units as a link between the clusters needs only K+ or

Rb+ instead of organic amines to stabilize the structure. A structure composed by Cu8S12

icosahedral clusters connected in two directions through GeS4 and in one direction by Ge2S6

dimeric unit was then obtained153 (see Figure 47c). Comparing the three materials, the

one that presents the biggest extraframework volume is the material that presents as a way

of connecting the dimeric units Ge2S6 in two directions.151 The material with the lowest

extraframework volume is the one where the only form of connection between the clusters is

by GeS4.
152 This can be explained by the way clusters are connected: the more connections

are made by Ge2S6 dimeric units, the more the framework will expand.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 47: 3-dimensional structures composed by icosahedrons as building units but with
different modes of connection between them. (47a) Clusters connected in two directions by
dimeric Ge2S6 units and on the other direction by GeS4.

151 (47b) Clusters connected in all
directions by GeS4 units.152 (47c) Clusters connected in two directions through GeS4 and in
one direction by Ge2S6 dimeric unit153 (Ge - gray, Cu - blue, S - yellow)

More recently, Tang et al.154 have obtained a 3-dimensional structure composed of Cu8S12

icosahedral clusters that are surrounded by Cu8S16 rings. Such structure presents GeS4

tetrahedra entrapped, being the first time tetrahedrons have not participated in the cluster

connection.

It is possible to find in the literature materials that use Sn4+ instead of Ge4+ to connect

the different clusters.155,156 Due to the way the different clusters are connected, the material
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obtained by Zhang et al.155 presents a multiple channel system, something rare for a material

with a cubic symmetry. Behrens et al.156 also obtained a series of materials based on Cu8S12

icosahedral clusters. In some materials obtained, it was observed for the first time the

inclusion of Sn3+ in the cluster, being the first example of materials based on Cu7SnS12

icosahedral clusters while still using Sn4+ as a connection between the clusters.

For selenium, the first series of 3-dimensional materials were obtained by Zhang et.

al.148 This series of materials are based on the presence of Cu8Se13 icosahedral clusters that

are connected by AsSe13 tetrahedral units. Yang et al.157 then obtained a 3-dimensional

framework based on the presence of Cu8Se13 icosahedral and Cu4Se6 octahedral clusters.

Each icosahedron is connected to six tetrahedrons through six distorted SnSe4 and each

tetrahedron is connected to three icosahedrons through three SnSe4 via sharing vertex and Se-

Se bonds. Due to this method of connection, the material obtained presents (3,6)-connected

pyr topology (see Figure 48). When trying to eliminate piperidine (PR), the organic SDA

used during the synthesis, via ion exchange with Cs+ or Na+, it is not successful.

Figure 48: Representation of the structure obtained by Yang et al.157 (Sn - gray, Cu - blue,
Se - green)

Luo et al.149 were able to obtain for the first time a family of materials where the icosa-
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hedral clusters were connected only by Ge2Se6 or Sn2Se6 dimers. This was achieved by using

SDAs with low charge density, such as piperidine (PR). As the only method of connection

is via dimer, this family of materials has the highest extra framework volume (see Figure

49). It was also obtained for the first time a material composed by Cu7GeSe13 clusters. Such

materials have the pcu topology, analogue to the MOF-5 1.

Figure 49: Representation of the structure obtained by Luo et al.149 (Sn - gray, Cu - blue,
Se - green)149

Another example of 3-dimensional materials consisting of Ge-Cu-Se are those materials

obtained by Wang et al.159 The framework of the first material consists of two types of

clusters, Cu8Se13 icosahedral and Cu4Se6 octahedral, which are connected through bridging

with GeSe3(Se2) units. Such connection mode between the clusters originates a material with

a pyr topology. The second material can be seen as a 3-dimensional framework composed

by Cu8Se13 connected solely by Ge2Se6 dimers.

2.1.3 Final Considerations

As can be seen from the examples presented above, there is a great variability of materials

composed by different combinations of chemical elements and type of clusters. The mate-

1MOF-5 is a metal-organic framework compound composed by tetrahedral [Zn4O]6+ units linked by
arylcarboxylate ligants and it was obtained for the first time by Kaye et al.158
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rials obtained can have different dimensions, from isolated clusters, 1-dimensional chains of

clusters, laminar and 3-dimensional materials. Due to the use of MxXy clusters instead of

TO4 tetrahedron, materials with a superior pore opening are obtained.

The most common method of connection between clusters is through bichalcogeneos

bridges. However, it is still possible to find examples of materials where clusters are connected

through polychalcogeneos bridges, metals or even dimers. Evaluating the three chalcogens

studied, S, Se and Te, sulfur is the most common chalcogen present in the studied materials.

The number of structures with Se is quite small in relation to the number of structures

constituted by S. In relation to the tellurium, because it is an element with low reactivity

that generally gives rise to unstable structures, the number of known structures is even

smaller.

For 3-dimensional materials, the typical topology is diamond, and most materials have

an interpenetrated network, since it reduces the potential energy of the structure. As such,

the extraframework volume, as well as the pore opening, tends to decrease.

Table 7 shows clusters synthesized so far with the simplest combination, i.e. clusters

consisting of only one type of metal and one type of chalcogen.

Table 7: Clusters formed by only one type of metal and one type of chalcogen

S Se Te

Ge T2 T2 T2

Sn Semicube Semicube T2

In

T2
T3

pseudo T5 & T3
TO2

T2
T3

-

Ga T3 T3 -

Cu Icosahedral - -

Regarding the combination Ge-S or Ge-Se, it is observed that the number of 3-dimensional

structures obtained is reduced, often requiring the use of other metals, such as Mn, Cu, or
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Ag to connect the different clusters. As for Sn-S or Sn-Se combinations, it is only possible

to obtain laminar structures that have as building unit the semicube cluster. Two distinct

laminar structures, SnS-1 and Sn-3, were synthesized and widely studied. Both structures

are quite elastic, i.e. they can be obtained using a wide variety of SDAs. It is observed that

when the SDA is altered, it will affect the intralaminar space, instead of obtaining a new

topology. SnS-1 is obtained when large SDAs are used and SnS-3 is obtained when small

SDAs are used.

It is also observed that M4+-X2+ combinations originate small clusters, such as T2 and

semicube clusters. In order to increase the size of the obtained clusters without the addition

of other metals, oxygen is added to the system. Thus, it is already possible to find T3 and

T4 clusters consisting of the Sn, O and S or Sn, O and Se.

Both in the Ga-S and Ga-Se system, the synthesized materials are composed of T3

clusters. It is observed that to obtain 3-dimensional structures composed by Ga and Se,

the gels should not present water in their composition and the final structures are not

interpenetrated. On the contrary, for the the Ga-S system, the gels should contain water in

their composition and, until now, only interpenetrated 3-dimensional structures have been

obtained.

Recently, materials containing copper, due to their electronic properties and band struc-

ture, have been investigated for applications in the area of photocatalysis and photovoltaics.

In order to obtain clusters rich in this monocation, it is necessary to use a non-tetrahedron

cluster, the icosahedron. Most of the synthesized materials that use this cluster as a building

unit would require the addition of high-valence cations, such as Sn or Ge. However, it is

already possible to find in the literature examples where the clusters are only composed and

connected by units that contain Cu and S.

The In-S system presents the greatest diversity of clusters, obtaining clusters of type T2,

T3 and TO2. As for the topology of the materials obtained, they may be isolated clusters,

laminar or 3-dimensional, with a simple or interpenetrated net. Table 8 presents the main
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characteristics of the materials synthesized.

Table 8: Different materials based on the In-X (X = S, Se) chemical system

Material SDA
Gel composition (mol)

Cluster Structure Ref.
In S Se Organic H2O

DPA-InS-ML DPA1 n/a2 n/a2 - n/a2 n/a2 T2 OD 65

Component 1 PR3, DMF4 1 without 4,5 92,0 without T2 3D - Int. D5 74

Component 2 3,5-DMPR6, DMF4 1 without 4,5 47,6 without T2 3D - D7 74

Component 3 1-MPR8 1 without 5,1 41,2 6,8 T2 3D - D7 74

DMA-InS-SB1 DMA9 1 2,3 without 4,4 16,6 T3 3D - DD10 65

DEA-InS-SB1 DEA11 1 2,3 without 6,8 trace T3 3D - DD10 47

DEA-InS-SB2 DEA11 1 2,3 without 3,4 14,0 T3 2D 47

ASU-31 HPP12 1 2,5 without n/a2 n/a2 T3 3D - SOD13 55

ASU-32 DPM14 1 2,5 without n/a2 n/a2 T3 3D - CrB4
15 55

ASU-34 HMA16 1 2,5 without n/a2 n/a2 T3 3D - CrB4
15 66

UCR-7-InS-TETA TETA17 1 without 2,5 18,5 21,8 T3 3D - DD10 73

UCR-15-InS-DPM DPM14 1 2,2 without 113,1 without pseudo T5 & T3 3D - DD10 91

OCF-41-InS-DBU DBU18, acetonitrile 1,0 2,0 without 70,7 113,1 TO2 2D 127

1 Dipropylamine. 2 n/a - not available. 3 Piperidine. 4 Dimethyl formamide. 5Interrupted diamond. 6 3,5-Dimethylpiperidine. 7 Diamond (see Figure 1a)
8 1-Methylpiperidine. 9 Dimethylamine. 10 Double diamond. 11 Diethylamine. 12 1,3,4,6,7,8-hexahydro-2H-pyrimido[l,2-a]pyrimidine.
13 Sodalite (see figure 1b). 14 Dipiperidinomethane. 15 (see figure 1c). 16 Hexamethyleneimine. 17 Triethylenetetramine. 18 1,8-Diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene
18 1,8-Diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene

Looking first at the In-Se system, it is possible to obtain 3-dimensional structures com-

posed by T2 clusters or T3 clusters. To obtain structures composed by T2 clusters it is

necessary to use an SDA with a piridine ring and the use of another solvent, such as DMF,

besides water. The UCR-7 structure, the only structure synthesized with T3 clusters so far,

can be obtained, in addition to triethylenetetramine (TETA), by other SDAs, such as piper-

azine (PZ), 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane (DABCO), 2-(2-aminoethylaminoethanol) (AEAE)

or 3-dimethylaminopropylamine (DMAPA). Thus, UCR-7 is a more elastic structure, since it

can be obtained by a wider variety of SDAs. All structures are diamond-like topology. How-

ever, those composed of T2 are not interpenetrated, where one of them presents interrupted

sites.

Moving to the In-S system, it is possible to obtain isolated clusters, laminar or 3-

dimensional, simple or interpenetrated, structures. As previously discussed, water plays a

key role in the final topology obtained, since for the same SDA used, different architectures

can be obtained taking into account the water content present in the initial gel (DEA-In-SB1

vs. DEA-InS-SB2). Unfortunately, more information on the experimental methodology used

to obtain ASU-32 is not publicly available, so it is not possible to compare it with the other
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material where the same SDA was used, the UCR-15 structure.

By increasing the degree of complexity, it is possible to obtain structures where the

clusters are composed of two types of metals (see Table 9).

Table 9: Clusters formed by two metals and sulfur

S

In Cd Fe Co Zn Cu Mn

Ge - - - - - Icosahedral -

Sn TO2 - P1 P1 P1 Icosahedral P1

In -
T4

pseudo T5
T2,4

T4 T4
T4
T6

T4,∞

T5
T5,∞

-

Ga - - - T4 & T3
T4

T4 & T3
- -

The addition of M2+ or M+ cations to an M3+-X2- system allows the obtained cluster

size to be increased, from T3 to T4, T5 or T6.

When Zn or Co is added to the Ga-S system, it is possible to obtain structures composed

by T4 clusters or by the combination of T4 and T3 clusters. T4 clusters are obtained in the

presence of Zn when 1,4-bis(3aminopropyl)piperazine is used as SDA. However, when Zn is

not present in the system, only T3 clusters are obtained, thus showing the importance of

the presence of M2+ to obtain structures with larger clusters. When the SDA is replaced

by triethylenetetramine (TETA), a structure consisting of alternating T3 and T4 clusters is

observed. The structures composed by Ga-Zn-S are 3-dimensional with an interpenetrated

structure. When there is the replacement of S with Se, it is possible to obtain 3-dimensional

structures without being interpenetrated.

When inserting a M2+ or M+ cation in an M4+-X2- system, the size of the Tn type clusters

is not increased. Clusters of type P1 and icosahedral are obtained, when M4+ is Sn, and

only icosahedral when the cation of high valence is Ge.

The chemical system with the greatest diversity of clusters is, again, the one that contains
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In in its composition. Table 10 systematizes the materials obtained in this chemical system.

Table 10: Different materials based on the In-X-S (X = Zn, Cd, Fe, Co, Mn) chemical system

Material SDA
Gel composition (mol)

Cluster Structure Ref.
In S X Organic

CdInS-44 BAPP1 1 2,5 0,3 4,3 T4 3D - CrB4
2 57

UCR-8FeInS-DBA DBA3 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 T4 3D - C3N4
5 81

UCR-8CoInS-DBA DBA3 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 T4 3D - C3N4
5 81

UCR-8ZnInS-DBA DBA3 1 3,5 0,4 15,1 T4 3D - C3N4
5 81

UCR-8CdInS-DBA DBA3 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 T4 3D - C3N4
5 81

UCR-1CdInS TMDP6 1 2,9 0,3 3,9 T4 3D - UCR-17 84

UCR-1ZnInS TMDP6 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 T4 3D - UCR-17 84

UCR-1MnInS TMDP6 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 T4 3D - UCR-16 84

UCR-1CoInS TMDP6 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 T4 3D - UCR-17 84

UCR-5ZnInS-1 BAPP1 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 T4 3D - CrB4
2 84

UCR-5ZnInS-2 AEPP8 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 T4 3D - CrB4
2 84

UCR-5ZnInS-3 ATMP9 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 T4 3D - CrB4
2 84

UCR-5MnInS BAPP1 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 T4 3D - CrB4
2 84

UCR-5CoInS BAPP1 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 n/a4 T4 3D - CrB4
2 84

InFeS DACH10 1 2,0 0,5 132,9 T4 2D 85

InCoS DACH10 1 4,0 0,5 149,5 T4 2D 85

InCdS-1 TEA11, TGA12 1 4,0 1 18 pseudo T5 2D 92

UCR-16CuInS TMDP6 1 2,5 0,4 4,1 T5 2D 93

UCR-17CuInS TMDP6 1 2,5 0,4 4,1 T5 3D - DD13 93

ICS-10-CdInS DBN14, PR15 1 5,4 0,4 30,6 pseudo T5 0D 94

OCF-43-CdInS DBN14, PR15 1 5,3 2,6 29,3 pseudo T5 2D 94

ICS-10-CuInS DBN14, PR15 1 5,6 0,2 30,6 pseudo T5 0D 94

OCF-100-ZnInS DMDP16 1 12,4 2,1 47,1 T6 2D 96

OCF-99-ZnInS DMDP16 1 4,9 0,7 18,5 T4 2D 96

CdInS-420 DBN14, DEM17 1 5,0 3,4 17,3 T2,4 0D 99

CIS-11-CuInS DBA3 1 3,4 0,1 19,7 T5,∞ 3D - D18 85

CIS-27-CuInS DMDP16 1 3,4 0,1 26,4 T5,∞ 3D 100

ITF-9-ZnInS DMDP16, Pyr19 1 9,7 0,7 120,7 T4,∞ 3D - DD18 101

11,4-bis(3-aminopropyl)piperazine. 2CrB4 (see Figure 1c). 3Di-n-butylamine. 4 n/a - not available. 5Cubic carbon nitride (see Figure 1d).
64,4’-trimethylenedipiperidine. 7UCR-1 topology (see Figure 15). 81-(2-aminoethyl)piperazine. 94-amino-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine.
101,2-diaminocyclohexane. 11Triethylamine. 12 Thioglycolic acid. 13 Double diamond topologie. 141,5-diazabicyclo[4.3.0]non-5-ene.
15Piperidine. 16 3,5-dimethylpiperidine.17 4-[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]morpholine. 18 Diamond topology (see Figure 1a)
19Pyrrolidine

Looking only at the materials consisting of T4 clusters, although they can be obtained

with different SDAs, they all consist of the same type of cluster. In this system, the SDA

influences the dimension and topology of the final material, but not the formation of the

cluster.

For larger clusters, it is possible to obtain, with the same SDA, distinct structures based

on the same cluster (UCR-16 vs. UCR-17). It is also possible to obtain, with the same SDA,

clusters with different dimensions, by changing the relative concentrations of the reagents

(OCF-100 vs. OCF-99). It is still possible to obtain, using the same SDA but different gel
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compositions, the same type of clusters but originating structures with different dimensions

(ISC-10 vs. OCF-43). Thus, the influence of the SDA, as well the gel composition, on type

of cluster and final architecture of the material obtained seems to depend from system to

system.

It was also observed that when a M4+ cation is inserted in a M3+-X2- system, there is the

probability of interrupted structures forming, since the overall negative charge of the cluster

decreases.

Finally, it is possible to obtain the same cluster with three types of metals and with two

types of chalcogeneous. This diverse combination of chemical elements allows the costumiza-

tion of the dimensions of the cluster, its band structure and electronic properties according

to a specific application. When added to the In-S system Cu, will favor the formation of

large clusters and the addition of Ge favors the formation of small clusters. Thus, it is pos-

sible to find in the Ge-In-Cu-S system a structure composed by the alternation of T2 and

T5 clusters.

2.2 Zeolite Analogue Structures

Zeolites are an important family of microporous crystalline inorganic materials, with numer-

ous applications, namely in adsorption and separation processes and in the petrochemical

industry as catalysts. Zeolites present the general formula Ax/n-[Si1−xAlxO2]·m H2O, where

A is a metal cation with a valence n. Regarding their structure, two hundred and forty

eight different architectures are known,160 based on the connection through the vertices of

the tetrahedrons TO4, where T, can be Si or Al. It is possible to find numerous porous

materials based on zeolites, where the T atom is replaced by other elements, such as Ga, Ge

or P.161 However, these materials, because they are TO4-based, are insulating and therefore

have limited applications in photo, electro and optical fields.

In recent years, chalcogenide-based semiconductor zeolite analogs have been synthesized,

where the oxygen is replaced by another chalcogen (such S, Se or Te), and the T atom by
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another metallic cation tetracoordinated. This strategy has been successful in obtaining

semiconductor structures with high surface area and microporosity. However, the number

of such structures with the IZA structure code remains small. Although there are many 3-

dimensional microporous chalcogenide structures, as noted earlier, the presence of different

anion coordination and the possible absence of tetravalent metal ions leads to the creation

of non-zeolite structures.162 As the size of the cluster increases, some characteristics appear

that make the structure non-zeolite, such as anions with three or four coordination. Thus,

the structures analogous to zeolites are generally based on T2 clusters, where metallic ions

with high valence are used to balance the overall charge of the structure.163

The first reference to a material with an analogue structure to a zeolite is from 1997.

The material obtained by Cahil et. al164 consists on the presence of T2 Ge4S10 clusters that

are connected by Mn. Using 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]-octane as SDA it is possible to obtain

an analogous structure to the Li-A (ABW, following the IZA code) zeolite where the SiO4

and AlO4 were substituted by MnS4 and Ge4S10, respectively.

Zheng et al.31 obtained a series of zeolite analogous materials based on the combination of

M4+ and M3+ in the same Tn cluster. In order to synthesize clusters involving both cations

and to avoid the formation of two types of clusters consisting only of M4+ or M3+, Zheng et

al. resorted to a synthesis in a non-aqueous medium in order to overcome such problem. The

zeolite analogue materials obtained were designed through the triple replacement of O2- by

S2- or Se2-, Si4+ by Ge4+ or Sn4+, and Al3+ with Ga3+ or In3+. Any M4+/M3+ combination is

possible. Due to the different possible combinations, it is feasible to customize the physical

properties of the final material, such as band gap, luminescence, pore size, surface area,

ion exchange and chemical stability. The previously synthesized 3-dimensional structures

generally have a low thermal stability, collapsing at temperatures below 300◦C. In order to

avoid such a situation, the M4+/M3+ ratio should preferably be between 0,2 and 1,2. This

is contrary to the Loewenstein’s rule of stability of zeolites, which states that the M4+/M3+

ratio should not be less than 1.165
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All materials can be described as a network of Tn clusters composed of M4+-M3+-X2-,

which are connected to each other through the vertices by a bichalcogenide bridge. The

different synthesized samples were grouped into four families: UCR-20, UCR-21, UCR-22

and UCR-23. Each family refers to materials with the same framework topology but differ-

ent chemical compositions. UCR-20, UCR-21 and UCR-23 have as building units T2 type

clusters while UCR-22 presents a pseudo-T4 cluster as building unit. Regarding topology,

UCR-20 presents the sodalite framework (see Figure 50a), UCR-21 has a diamond structure

(see Figure 50b), UCR-22 has two interpenetrating diamond conformations (see Figure 50c)

and UCR-23 has a CrB4 type topology (see Figure 50d). UCR-20 and UCR-21 have a large

pore size, consisting of 12 T atoms, while UCR-22 and UCR-23 have an extra-large pore

size, consisting of 24 and 16 T atoms respectively. The main characteristics of the different

obtained materials are summarized in the Table 11.
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 50: Representation of the different structures obtained by Zheng et al.31 - (50a)
UCR-20, (50b) UCR-21, (50c) UCR-22 and (50d) UCR-23 (Ga - green, Sn - grey, S - yellow)

The samples UCR-20GaGeS-AEP, UCR-20GaGeS-TAEA, UCR-20-InGeS-TMDP, UCR-

20-InSnS-TMDP, UCR-21GaGeS-AEM, UCR-22InGeS-AEP, UCR-22GaSnS-AEP and UCR-

23GaGeS-AEM were able to keep their structure after heating with air at 300◦C for 1 hour.

After a calcination at 350◦C under a N2 atmosphere, 77 % of the nitrogen and 81 % of the

hydrogen were eliminated from UCR-20-GaGeS-TAEA without collapse of the structure. It

was also observed that an ion exchange with CsCl is also able to eliminate the SDA. After

the ionic exchange it was observed that the sample had a type I isotherm. As for the textural
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properties, it presents a Langmuir surface area of 807 m2/g, a micropore volume of 0,23 m3/g

and an average pore diameter of 9,5 Å. For the remaining samples, there is no reference to

whether they have been subjected to a calcination under N2 atmosphere, ionic exchange or

other technique to eliminate the SDA present.

Table 11: Different zeolite analogue materials obtained by Zheng et al.31 and their chemical
composition, final topology and pore size

Material SDA
Composition Cluster

Structure Pore Size
M4+ M3+ X2- Composition

UCR-20-GaGeS-TAEA TAEA1 Ge Ga S Ga2,67Ge1,33S8 3D - SOD2 12 T Atoms
UCR-20-GaSnS-TMDP TMDP3 Sn Ga S Ga1,8Sn2,2S8 3D - SOD2 12 T Atoms
UCR-20-InGeS-TMDP TMDP3 Ge In S In3Ge1S8 3D - SOD2 12 T Atoms
UCR-20-InSnS-TMDP TMDP3 Sn In S In2,5Sn1,5S8 3D - SOD2 12 T Atoms

UCR-20-GaGeSe-TMDP TMDP3 Ge Ga Se GaxGe4−xSe8 3D - SOD2 12 T Atoms
UCR-21-GaGeS-APO APO4 Ge Ga S Ga3,3Ge0,7S8 3D - D5 12 T Atoms
UCR-21-GaSnS-TAEA TAEA6 Sn Ga S Ga2,32Sn1,6S8 3D - D5 12 T Atoms
UCR-21-InGeS-APP APP7 Ge In S In1,84Ge2,16S8 3D - D5 12 T Atoms
UCR-21-InSnS-AEP AEP8 Sn In S InxSn4−xS8 3D - D5 12 T Atoms

UCR-21-GaSnSe-TAEA TAEA6 Sn Ga Se Ga2,47Sn1,53Se8 3D - D5 12 T Atoms
UCR-22-GaGeS-AEP AEP8 Ge Ga S Ga3,33Ge0,67S8 3D - DD9 24 T Atoms
UCR-22-GaSnS-AEP AEP8 Sn Ga S Ga2,13Sn1,87S8 3D - DD9 24 T Atoms
UCR-22-InGeS-AEP AEP8 Ge In S In2,69Ge1,31S8 3D - DD9 24 T Atoms

UCR-22-GaSnSe-TOTDA TOTDA10 Sn Ga Se Ga1,73Sn2,27Se8 3D - DD9 24 T Atoms
UCR-23-GaGeS-AEM AEM11 Ge Ga S Ga2,67Ge1,3S8 3D - CrB4

12 16 T Atoms
UCR-23-GaSnS-AEM AEM11 Sn Ga S Ga2,29Sn1,71S8 3D - CrB4

12 16 T Atoms
UCR-23-InGeS-AEM AEM11 Ge In S In1,84Ge2,16S8 3D - CrB4

12 16 T Atoms
1Tris(2-aminoethyl)amine. 2Sodalite (see Figure 1b). 34,4’-trimethylenedipiperidine. 4dl-1-amino-2-propanol. 5Diamond (see Figure 1a).
6Tris(2-aminoethyl)amine. 71-(3-aminopropyl)-2-pipecoline. 81-(2-aminoethyl)piperazine. 9Double Diamond.
104,7,10-trioxa-1,13-tridecanediamine. 11N-(2-aminoethyl)morpholine. 12 (see Figure 1c).

Lin et al.166 have managed to synthesize structures rich in Ge or Sn, thus managing

the obtention of truly high silica zeolite analogous structures. It was observed that a small

portion of divalent cations induce crystallization of Sn/Ge rich structures. Four different

materials, CPM-120, CPM-121, CPM-122 and CPM-123 with different topologies were ob-

tained. All the materials have as building units T2 clusters composed by M4+-M2+-X2- and

connected by a bichalcogenide bridge through the clusters vertices. The clusters of CPM-

120 are organized to form the sodalite topology, obtaining the zeolite-type RWY framework.

CPM-121 presents a non-interpenetrated diamond framework. Regarding CPM-122, it has

a doubly-diamond framework. Finally, CPM-123 has a CrB4 type structure, the same as the

zeolite framework code BCT. The main characteristics of the different obtained materials
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are summarized in the Table 12.

Table 12: Different zeolite analogue materials obtained by Lin et al.166 and their chemical
composition and final topology

Material SDA
Composition Cluster

Structure
M4+ M3+ X2- Composition

CPM-120-ZnGeS AEM1 Ge Zn S Zn0,81Ge3,19S8 3D - SOD2

CPM-121-ZnGeS AEM1, TBA3 Ge Zn S Zn0,93Ge3,07S8 3D - D4

CPM-122-ZnCdGeS AEM1, LTD5, DBU6 Ge Zn, Cd S Zn0,65Cd0,41Ge2,9S8 3D - DD7

CPM-123-ZnGeS AEM1, HA8 Ge Zn S Zn1,21Ge2,79S8 3D - CrB4
9

CPM-120-ZnSnSe BPP10 Sn Zn Se Zn0,99Sn3,01Se8 3D - SOD2

CPM-120-CdSnSe BPP10 Sn Cd Se Cd0,68Sn3,32Se8 3D - SOD2

1N-(2-aminoethyl)morpholine. 2Sodalite (see Figure 1b). 3Tributylamine. 4Diamond (see Figure 1a). 52,6-Lutidine
61,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene. 7Double Diamond. 81-hexylamine. 9 (see Figure 1c).
101,3-bis(4-piperidinyl)propane.

After the synthesis, due to the blocking of the porous system by the used SDAs, the

samples show negligible gas adsorption. However, after exchange with Cs+, the synthe-

sized materials show an isotherm type I. For thermal stability, e.g. CPM-120-ZnGeS sample

maintains structural and mechanical integrity when heated in air at 310◦C for at least 1

hour, presenting itself as a thermally and chemically stable sample. Further studies have

been conducted on the CPM-120-ZnGeS-AEM structure,167 namely on its charge selectivity.

After performing an ionic exchange with Cs+, it was observed that the structure presents

a selectivity towards cationic organic molecules, and can thus be used to respond selec-

tively according to the charge properties of the compounds. It was also observed that this

chalcogenide material presents, besides charge selectivity, size selectivity.

Wu et al.168 were able to synthesize two zeolite analogue structures based on T2 clus-

ters as building units, entitled SOF-20 and SOF-21, using a combination of In and Sn as

the cations and a mixture of superbases as SDA. SOF-20 can be obtained with a mix-

ture of 1,5-diazabicyclo[4.3.0]-5-nonene (DBN), N-aminoethylpiperazine (AEP) and N-(2-

aminoethyl)ethanolamine (AEAE). Regarding SOF-21, this material can be synthesized

when 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]-7-undecene (DBU), piperidine (PR) and N-(2-aminoethyl)ethanolamine

(AEAE) are used as SDA. What differs these structures from those previously synthesized is
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the inter-cluster bridging angle. Generally, the values of this parameter are between 104° and

110°. The SOF-20 structure has an inter-cluster bridging angle between 107° and 128° (see

Figure 51a), hence having the largest bridging angle observed for a 3-dimensional chalco-

genide framework. SOF-21 also presents a surprisingly high inter-cluster bridging angle,

between 106° and 113° (see Figures 51b and 51c).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 51: Connection mode, and its connection angle, between the clusters of (51a) SOF-20
and (51b and 51c) SOF-21 structures168

Looking now at the topology of the samples, the SOF-20 structure shows a non-interpenetrated

gismondine net (see figure 1e), being the first time such topology is observed in this class

of materials. Regarding SOF-21, it presents a twisted diamond topology, having an extra-

framework volume slightly higher than the samples with a diamond topology of previously

synthesized samples such as UCR-21 or CPM-121 (see Table 11 and 12 respectively). As

for the porosity of the samples, although ion exchange with Cs+ is generally used for the

elimination of the SDAs, this technique proved ineffective for the SOF-20 sample, since the

structure collapses after the ion exchange procedure. As for the SOF-21 sample, it does

not collapse after the ion exchange with Cs+. However, during the degassing process the

structure collapses, thus not being possible to perform a gas adsorption experiment.

Lin et al.162 synthesized a structure, by using piperidine (PR) as SDA, that presented

ordered interrupted sites, allowing to precisely dope the material and to help the creation

of extra-large pores. The structure, entitled CSZ-5, is composed of tetracoordinated In and

bicoordinated Se making up a T2 cluster with a new boracite-related topology. Due to
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the method of connection between the clusters, this structure presents a multiple channel

system. On the <100> direction it is possible to find an aperture of 12-MR and on the

<110> direction the aperture is 16-MR (see Figures 52a and 52b). It is possible, due to

the presence of interrupted sites, to dope the structure in order to adapt the electronic

structure and the photoelectric characteristics of the material to a specific given application

(see Figures 52a and 52c to see the atomic doping).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 52: Different orientations of CSZ-9, (52a and 52b) before and (52c) after doping with
Bi where the organic part ( (In - pink; Bi - mangenta, Se - green)162

So far, zeolite-like structures are all made up of type T2 clusters and result from the

combination of M4+/M3+ or M4+/M2+. Chen et al.169 were able to synthesize a structure

analogue to a zeolite based on the system M4+/M3+/M2+ still using the T2 clusters as

building units. Starting with the precursor gels previously used by Lin et al.,166 these were

doped with Ga3+, In3+, Sn4+ or Cd2+. Through progressive additions of Ga precursor into

the gel, it is observed that it helps to improve the morphology of the CPM-120 crystals. A

transition from irregularly block shaped crystals to regular rhombic-dodecahedron crystals is

observed with the increase of Ga content. Regarding the location of Ga in the T2 cluster, it

can occupy different positions, as it is shown that depending on the amount of Ga precursor

added, it can substitute Ge or Zn. Ga will first substitute Ge and then it will replace Zn. For

the addition of In, small quantities result in no uniform CPM-120 crystals being obtained.

When the amount of In precursor increases, the formation of CPM-121 crystals is observed.

After optimization of the experimental conditions, it was possible to obtain the CPM-121
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structure where Ge and Sn coexist in the same cluster. The same was observed after the

addiction of Cd, being possible to obtain the structure CPM-121 where Zn and Cd coexist

in the same cluster. Figure 53 shows the main experimental results obtained.

GeO2

Zn(NO3)2· 6 H2O
S

CPM-120-
ZnGeS

CPM-121-
ZnGeSnS

CPM-121-
ZnCdSnS

CPM-120-
ZnGaGeS

No dopingSnO2

Cd(NO3)· 4 H2O

Ga(NO3)3· x H2O

Figure 53: Scheme of the different forms of doping as well as the experimental results obtained
in169

The stability of the structures after ion exchange with Cs+ was also studied. It was

found that the CPM-120 structure is much more stable than the CPM-121 structure, with

a thermal stability up to 610°C and a highly porous framework.

Xue et al.163 obtained for the first time zeolite analogous structures based on a combi-

nation of P1 and T2 clusters. The structures, entitled CSZ-9 and CSZ-10, are composed

by In and S and present non-interpenetrating frameworks based on C3N4 and SOD typolo-

gies, respectively. When an attempt was made to perform an ion exchange with Cs+ to

eliminate the SDA (3,5-dimethylpiperidine - 3,5-DMP), the structures collapsed. Later, the

same team of researchers obtained two new structures based on the In-Se chemical system.82

These structures, entitled CSZ-11 and CSZ-12, result in a combination of P1 clusters with

defects. CSZ-11 and CSZ-12 present non-interpenetrating frameworks and can be seen as

extended crb (see Figure 54a) and irl (see Figure 54b) networks, respectively. In order to

eliminate the SDA, an ionic exchange with Cs+ was used. However, CSZ-11 collapses af-
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ter the exchange and CSZ-12 only after the degassing procedure necessary to carry out N2

adsorption measurements.

(a) (b)

Figure 54: Representation of the structures (54a) CSZ-11 and (54b) CSZ-12 (In - pink, Se -
green)82

Several 3-dimensional cluster-based structures have been synthesized, as can be seen in

the first section of this document. However, for a structure to be considered analogous to a

zeolite it is necessary that it contains M4+ cations in its composition and the anions of the

structure must present a coordination equal to two. In view of these definitions, structures

analogous to zeolites are limited to small clusters, since, as seen above, with the increase in

cluster size anions with different coordination numbers appear. Thus, most of the structures

presented are clusters of type T2.

Of the different possible combinations of cations, the most similar to a zeolitic structure

is the combination M4+/M3+, where M4+ can be Ge or Sn and M3+ Ga or In. It is also

possible to find structures rich in M4+ cations, which are intended to be analogous to zeolitic

structures rich in Si. It should be noted that in order to facilitate the crystallization of

structures rich in M4+ cations, the addition of small quantities of M2+ cations is necessary.

This technique, the addition of M2+ cations to M4+-X2- systems, is something that had

already been done previously, namely in the first publication regarding the synthesis of a

3-dimensional structure based on the T2 Ge4S10 cluster.
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Although there are materials with a topology that correspond to an IZA approved topol-

ogy, it is possible to obtain architectures that are not accessible through the use of TO4

tetrahedrons, since the system under study has different physical and chemical characteris-

tics from those presented by a more usual zeolitic system. It is possible to find examples of

structures with more exotic structures, with multiple channels of different dimensions, large

pores or with different pores openings.

One of the great problems of these structures is their low thermal stability. It was ob-

served that, in order to overcome this problem, the M4+/M3+ ratio should be lower than one,

an observation that goes against the Löwenstein’s rule,165 which states that the M4+/M3+

ratio should be higher than one. Although it has been shown that M4+/M3+ ratios lower

than one lead to an increase in the thermal stability of the structures, no justification has

been provided so far for the violation of this rule.

Another issue associated with these structures is the difficulty of eliminating the SDA.

The most commonly used technique for pore volume recovery is ion exchange with a cesium

salt. Although this technique has the best results, several structures collapse when trying to

eliminate the SDA.

2.3 Hybrid Materials

Up to now most of the structures presented are composed by inorganic clusters that are

connected by bicoordinated chalcogens atoms. However, it is possible to connect the different

clusters through organic ligands, thus opening the doors to new materials with new physical

and chemical properties. Due to the synergistic effect between the organic and inorganic

components, such hybrid materials have unique optic and photochemical properties.48

In 2010, Vaqueiro41 published an extensive review on hybrid materials focused mainly on

materials composed by clusters that had an organic component in their composition. Thus,

although some examples of clusters with inorganic and organic components will be presented,

the main focus will be on materials that present inorganic clusters connected through organic
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ligands, particularly recent publications, and composite materials that combine inorganic

clusters with other materials such as graphene.

2.3.1 Hybrid clusters

Several examples can be found in the literature of clusters that present in their composition

inorganic and organic parts.

For structures composed by the simplest supertetrahedron, T2, different topologies and

chemical compositions were obtained. It is possible to find examples of 1-dimensional,170,171

2-dimensional172 or 3-dimensional173,174 structures composed of T2 clusters that combine

organic and inorganic components. For larger clusters, it is possible to find several examples

of hybrid materials consisting of P1,175,176 C1,175,177 C2178 and a combination of P1 and

C1 clusters.175 Some of the structures obtained have interesting characteristics, namely the

presence of chiral quartz-type and moganite topologies,175,176 remarkable photoelectric prop-

erties177 or the use of metal-chelate dyes as SDA, thus obtaining materials with optically

active guest species.178

The use of organic species is one of the strategies used to obtain isolated clusters, since

the presence of the organic components allows the stabilization of the negative charges of

clusters, especially in large clusters. Recalling that the Cn cluster series has not yet been

obtained without the use of organic components. Wu et al.179 obtained a family of iso-

lated clusters, from T3 to T5, where the four corners of the clusters were connected to

1.5-diazabicyclo[4.3.0]non-5-ene or 1-methylimidazole organic compounds. Another example

of isolated clusters that are stabilized due to the presence of organic molecules in the vertices

is the T3 gallium sulfide obtained by Vaqueiro et al.180

2.3.2 Ordered organic-inorganic materials analogs to MOF’s

According to IUPAC’s definition,181 a porous solid can be considered as a metal-organic

framework (MOF) when it can be defined by a coordination network, i.e. a coordination
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compound with repeated coordination units along 1-, 2- or 3-dimensions, with organic lig-

ands and potential porosity. Rowseel et al.182 maintains that, in addition, the solid should

be highly crystalline, as this is the only way to establish important structure-property re-

lationships. Porosity is one of the most important challenging aspects to develop of these

materials as it allows, by analogy with zeolitic structures, their application in areas such as

separation, ion exchange or catalysis.183

Currently, it is possible to find in the literature numerous materials composed of inorganic

chalcogenide clusters that are connected by organic ligands. These materials, analogous to

MOF’s, may present a 1, 2- or 3-dimensional architecture.

Xie et al.184 obtained 1-dimensional zig-zag structures composed of P1 clusters that are

connected by dipyridyl ligands (see Figure 55a). Other examples of 1-dimensional hybrid

materials composed by clusters of the Cn or Pn series were obtained by Zheng et al.185 (see

Figure 55b) and Zhang et al.186 Evaluating the optical properties of the different materials

obtained, Zheng et al.185 observed that such materials present optical size-dependent prop-

erties. Larger clusters lead to a red shift into longer wavelengths in the optical absorption

spectra and superlattices show a broader absorption spectra in comparison to discrete clus-

ters. The materials obtained by Zhang et al.186 used tetrahedral quadridentate linkers to

connect the different clusters (see Figure 55c), for the first time.

(a)
(b) (c)

Figure 55: Representation of 1-dimensional structures obtained by (55a) Xie et al.,184 (55b)
Zheng et al.185 and (55c) Zhang et al.186 (Zn - gray, C - brown, S - yellow, Cd - pink, O -
red)
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For 2-dimensional structures, Zheng et al.187 obtained layered materials consisting of

cadmium Cn type clusters and Xu et al.,188 also using cadmium, obtained a hybrid layered

tellurium-based structure where T3 clusters were connected through 4,4’-trimethylenedipyridine

organic compound. Continuing research on cadmium hybrid materials, Chen et al.189 ob-

tained a 2-dimensional structure where the cadmium sulfide C1 clusters are connected by

tetrakis(imidazolyl)borate ligands. Vaqueiro et al.190 obtained a 2-dimensional structure

with a honeycomb topology composed by T3 Ga-S clusters which were connected through

1,2-di(4-pyridyl)ethylene. Subsequently, the same team of researchers obtained chiral nan-

otubes and a 2-dimensional structure where each T3 cluster is connected to other four T3

clusters.191 Some years later, a new type of hybrid super-supertetrahedral cluster was ob-

tained.192 This new type of cluster is obtained when each vertice of the tetrahedron is replaced

by a hybrid T3 cluster and the center of the tetrahedron is occupied by a T3 cluster. The

five T3 clusters are connect through bipyridyl ligands forming a 2-dimensional framework

with cross-shaped pores. Figure 56 shows a representation of the super-supertetrahedral

obtained.

Figure 56: Representation of the super-supertetrahedral obtained by Vaqueiro et al.192

In the field of structures composed by oxyclusters, Yang et al.193 obtained a laminar ma-

terial, entitled IOS-1, composed by T5 In-O-S clusters that were connected by a carboxylate

ligand thus presenting a honeycomb-like topology. Continuing the research, Yang et al.193
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were able to obtain for the first time T5 oxycluster-based materials made be the combination

of In, O and S. Two different structures, IOS-1 and IOS-2, were obtained. IOS-1 is a layered

material where the clusters are connected by benzenetricarboxylate ligants and IOS-2 is a

3-dimensional structure where the clusters are connected by imidazolate linkers.

As for 3-dimensional structures, the structures obtained by Lee et al.112 and Jin et al.113

mentioned above are the first examples of 3-dimensional structures composed by a combina-

tion of inorganic clusters and organic ligands. Manos et al.194 obtained a structure composed

of T2 clusters where each cluster was connected through a methylamine ligand. Another

interesting characteristic of the structure obtained is the presence of the [Zn(H2O)4]
2+ com-

plexes as an extraframework species, acting as a SDA and counter cation. Wu et al.195

were able to synthesize 3-dimensional 4-connected structures where T3 or T4 clusters are

connected by imidazolate. The different structures obtained present an interpenetrating di-

amond topology and the negative framework charge is counterbalanced by Li+ cations and

protonated 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene molecules. Using imidazolate as an organic

ligand, Zhang et al.196 obtained a 3-dimensional structure, designated by SCIF-11, where

the different T3 clusters were connected through the usual bicoordenated sulfur or through

imidazolate (see Figure 57a), being one of the first materials where the existence of connec-

tion through inorganic and organic components was observed. An interrupted 3-dimensional

structure, named SCIF-12, consisting of T4 clusters connected through imidazolate (see Fig-

ure 57b) was also synthesized. Regarding the topology of synthesized materials, SCIF-11

presents a distorted double-interpenetrated diamond topology and SCIF-12 a 3,4-connected

ins topology.
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(a) (b)

Figure 57: Representation of (57a) SCIF-11 and (57b) SCIF-12 (In - pink, Cd - mangenta,
S - yellow, C - brown, N - gray, H - light pink)196

For 3-dimensional structures composed by oxyclusters, a quartz chiral structure composed

by T5 In35S48O8 connected by imidazolate, named IOS-2, was synthesized by Yang et al.193

2.3.3 Composite hybrid materials

So far, materials consisting of clusters composed of organic and inorganic components or

materials where inorganic clusters were connected by organic molecules have been presented.

However, it is possible to find hybrid materials that consist of the coating of graphene, metals,

TiO2 or films with inorganic clusters. The presence of this heterojunction allows to improve

the charge separation properties of the material, thus contributing to the increased efficiency

of the hybrid material when it is used as a photocatalyst, for example.

Hou et al.197 were able to deposit T4 Sn-Ga-Zn isolated clusters (previous obtained in83)

on reduced graphene oxide sheets. Regarding the optical properties of the composite, it can

be observed that there is a small red-shift on the absorption edge and an enhanced absorption

intensity when compared to the isolated clusters. It is observed that the hybrid material

composed by the clusters dispersed in graphene has a higher photocurrent density than

isolated clusters, which means that the hybrid material has a greater capacity to generate

and separate charges. It is also observed that the hybrid composite material presents a
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higher stability against photo-corrosion than the isolated clusters. Therefore, the presence

of graphene contributes to the improvement of the charge separation properties but also

avoids photo-corrosion of the final material.

Li et al.198 deposited T5 Cu-In-S clusters on a TiO2 electrode to produce photo-electrodes.

Another example of a hybrid material that results from the combination of inorganic clusters

with TiO2 is the TiO2 nanochips doped with T5 In-Cd-S clusters.199

Liu et al.200 explored the possibility of coating nobel metal substrates with Tn clusters

in order to make the most of the semiconductor-metal heterojunction that forms. The

noble metal chosen was silver in the shape of nanowires and the multimetalic T4 clusters

with different metallic compositions obtained in Ref.83 were selected for the clusters. Hu et

al.201 doped a BiVO4 film with a T5 Cu-Ga-Sn clusters and evaluated the photochemical

performance through the water splitting reaction.

It is also possible to find examples of materials that combine zeotype chalcogenide mate-

rials with metals or materials that presents organic molecules or nanoparticles confined into

the cavities.

Using the zeolitic-type materials previously obtained by Lin et al.,166 Mao et al.202 were

able to integrate TiO2 nanowires with the CPM-121 structure. Comparing the current

density of the hybrid material with the TiO2 nanowires, it was observed that the photocurrent

of the hybrid material is about three times higher and presents an elevated activity both

in the UV and in the visible light regions than of the isolated nanowires, thus showing the

synergistic effect that exists between the semiconductor and metal materials.

Hu et al.203,204 were able to confine organic molecules into a zeotype chalcogenide ma-

terial, for the purpose of designing a high efficient light-harvesting antennae. Due to the

semiconducting properties of the chalcogenide material, it is responsible to absorb the UV-

light and passes the excited energy to the organic dyes molecules. Later, the same team

of researchers205 were able to confine Cu2S nanoparticles into the cavities of the zeotype

material previous obtained by Zheng et. al.31
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2.4 Alternative Methods of Synthesis

The materials presented so far were obtained through traditional methods of synthesis. The

method that stands out is the hydro(solvo)thermal. This methodology, based on the use of

polar solvents, organic amines and temperatures below 200◦C, is currently the most used

to prepare crystalline metal chalcogenides with various structures. Similar to the zeolite

synthesis, it is possible to find examples of synthesis of these materials where metal ions

instead of organic amines are used as SDA. More recently, two new methodologies, based on

the use of ionic liquids and surfactants, have been developed to prepare such materials.18 The

need to look for new methodologies of synthesis arose from the growing interest in obtaining

inorganic structures at room temperature or in solvent-free environments, hence taking into

account the environmental and economic concerns that affect today’s society.34

2.4.1 Organic amine free synthesis

The majority of the layered or 3-dimensional materials previously presented were synthesized

by hydro(solvo)thermal methods using SDAs, which occupied a position within the pore

system. When a typical calcination is used to eliminate the organic component, most of

the structures collapse due to the low thermal stability. On some cases, those organic

compounds could be exchanged with other inorganic cations, such as Cs+, without destroying

the framework, thus releasing the porous volume of the structure. The synthesis of a system

without the use of OSDA’s is still subject of research, both for environmental and economic

reasons.

The only purely inorganic systems, which are known, consist of In3+, In3+/Cu+ or

In3+/M2+ (M2+ = Mn, Zn, Cd) and are generally composed by T2, T4, T5 or P2 clus-

ters. All materials were synthesized in the presence of alkali or alkaline earth metal cations

under highly alkaline conditions. The synthesis conditions used lead to the crystallization

of chalcogenides with encapsulated inorganic cations in their cavities. Seven different 3-

dimensional frameworks were synthesized and may present different chemical compositions:
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ICF-5, ICF-17, ICF-21, ICF-22, ICF-24, ICF-25, ICF-26, ICF-27 and ICF-29.102,206,207 A

great diversity of clusters can be observed, as well as topologies of the different synthesized

structures (see Table 13).

Table 13: Different OSDAs free materials obtained by Zheng et al.206 102 207 and their chemical
composition, final topology and pore size

Material
Composition Cluster

Structure Pore Size Ref.
M3+ M2+ M+ X2- Composition

ICF-5-CuInS-Na In Cu Na S T4 - Cu3In17S33 3D - DD1 - 206

ICF-5-CdInS-Na In Cd Na S T4 - Cd4In16S33 3D - DD1 - 206

ICF-5-MnZnInS-Na In Mn, Zn Na S T4 - Mn1,8Zn2,2In16S33 3D - DD1 - 206

ICF-5-CdInS-Li In Cd Li S T4 - Cd4In16S33 3D - DD1 - 206

ICF-5-ZnInS-Na In Zn Na S T4 - Zn4In16S33 3D - DD1 - 206

ICF-5-MnInS-Li In Mn Li S T4 - Mn4In16S33 3D - DD1 - 206

ICF-17-InZnS-Na In Zn Na S T5 - In22Zn13S54 3D - DD1 - 206

ICF-21-InSe-Na In - Na Se T2 - In4Se842 3D - D2 - 206

ICF-22-InS-Li In - Li S pseudo T4 - In16S32 3D - DD1 - 206

ICF-24-InSSe-Na In - Na S, Se T2 - In4S2,9Se5,1 3D - ICF-243 20 T Atoms 206

ICF-25-InS-SrCaLi In - Sr, Ca, Li S T2 - In4S8 3D - ICF-254 16 T Atoms 206

ICF-26-InLiS-Ca In - Li, Ca S P2 - Li4In22S44 3D - DD1 - 102

ICF-27-InS-SrLi In - Sr, Li S In15S29 3D - 206

ICF-29-InS-Na In - Na S SIn4(InS4)6/2 3D - Perovskite - 207

1Double Diamond. 2Diamond (see Figure 1a). 3ICF-24 topology (see Figure 58a). 4ICF-25 topology (see Figure 58b)

ICF-5 consists of T4 clusters as building units and presents two interpenetrating diamond-

type lattices. ICF-17 presents the biggest cluster as building unit, the T5. Regarding

the topology, ICF-17 presents the same as ICF-5. ICF-21 consists of the connection of

T2 clusters into a non-interpenetrating diamond-type lattice and it is the first selenium

with a 4-connected, 3-dimensional structure. The ICF-22 structure is composed of two

interpenetrating lattices, whose building block is a pseudo T4 cluster. Both ICF-24 and

ICF-25 present as building unit the T2 cluster and a spiro-5 unit. ICF-24 has a ring size of

20 T atoms, being the first 4-connected, 3-dimensional framework with such ring size. ICF-25

also has a large pore size, having a ring size of 16 T atoms. Like ICF-21, ICF-24 and ICF-25

have a 3-dimensional non-centrosymmetric framework structures (see Figures 58a and 58b

respectively). Regarding the last framework, ICF-27 presents a 6-connected network (see

Figure 58c) where the In18S41 clusters can be consider as the octhaedral unit. Although

there is enormous variability in terms of the obtained clusters, no structure was synthesized
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that had as a building unit the T3 cluster. According to Feng et al.,46 it is likely that for

sulfur sites exposed to extraframework inorganic cations the coordination with other three

M3+ becomes unfavorable due to the increase in bond valence sum, thus becoming unstable.

As Loewenstein’s rule, which states that the M4+/M3+ ratio has to be higher than one,165

is not fulfilled, the concentration of extraframework mobile cations is higher, allowing the

increase of ionic conductivity of the materials. As the synthesized structures present the

limit situation, i.e. the M4+/M3+ ratio is zero, as well as having an open porous system, the

synthesized chalcogenides materials present a surprisingly high ionic conductivity.

(a)
(b)

(c)

Figure 58: Representation of (58a) ICF-24, (58b) ICF-25 and (58c) ICF-27 (In - pink, S -
yellow, Se - green, Sr - red)206

Another example of a structure obtained without the use of organic compounds as struc-

tural agents is ICF-26.102 ICF-26 is based on the P2 Li4In22S44 cluster where Ca was used

as countercation to stabilize the structure. As for the topology, it presents a double dia-

mond topology. Due to the highly mobile extraframework cations, ICF-26 presents a fast

ion condutivity like the structures presented in.206
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Continuing the research in this subject, Zheng et al.207 synthesized a sodium indium

sulfide hydrate, called ICF-29 (see figure 59). The topology of this material can be derived

from the perovskite, CaTiO3. In order to obtain the ICF-29 structure from CaTiO3 a triple

substitution is performed: Ti4+ by SIn4+, O2- by InS4
5- and Ca2+ by Na5(H2O)6

5+. This ma-

terial presents, for the first time, sulfur tetrahedrally bonded to four In ions. The remaining

sulfurs have a 2-coordination, none with a 3-coordination. That absence is explained by the

presence of the unusual SIn4 unit. The existence of a tetracoordinated sulfur by four In ions

can be explained by Brown’s bond valence rule.56 The In-S bond length is slightly longer

than expected (2,55 Å instead of 2,44 Å), so the valence sum is 2,24, close to the theoretical

value of two. This lengthening of the bond is explained by the fact that the remaining three

In-S bonds involve bicoordenated sulfur, with a higher bond valence value than expected.

The cavities of the synthesized material are occupied by [Na5(H2O)6]
5+ clusters. Since the

extraframework species are highly ordered when compared to previously synthesised ICF

materials, ICF-29 has a low ion conductivity.

Figure 59: ICF-29 structure (blue: In3+; yellow: S2-; green: In3+ around tetrahedral S2-)207
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2.4.2 Ionothermal Synthesis

An ionic liquid is a saltlike compound that melts below 100◦C and that presents a preorga-

nized solvent structure. Since its discovery in 1914,208 more than a thousand ionic liquids

have been produced and published and are now commercially available. Due to their unusual

properties, quite different from usual solvents, the interest in using ionic liquids for inorganic

synthesis has grown lately.34,209–211

Cooper et al.212 published the first example of the use of ionic liquids in the inorganic

synthesis, acting at the same time as a solvent and as a SDA, of aluminophosphate zeotype

frameworks. Compared to the use of conventional solvents, due to the low vapor pressure

of ionic liquids, the synthesis does not need to be performed under high autogenous pres-

sures, thus avoiding the safety concerns and the equipment costs associated with the use

of autoclaves. When an ionic liquid is used as solvent and SDA, the competition that ex-

ists between the interaction of the solvent and SDA with the solid (nuclei) that is being

formed is eliminated. Since the first use of ionic liquids to obtain inorganic structures, the

ionothermal synthesis technique has been used to obtain zeolites, metal–organic frameworks

and nanomaterials.210

The structure of the different ionic liquids used until now in the synthesis of cluster-based

chalcogenide materials is represented in Figure 60.

Figure 60: Representation of the different cations and anions used so far in ionotermal
synthesis34
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The synthesis of isolated T5 clusters was one of the first uses of ionothermal synthesis

in the field of chalcogenide cluster-based materials.213 Four distinct clusters were obtained

with the Ga-Cu-S or In-Cu-S composition where 1-butyl-2,3-dimethylimidazolium chroride

([BmmIm][Cl]) was used as an ionic liquid. The corners of the clusters have SH-, Cl- or

BIm+ groups that allow the stabilization of the negative charge inherent to the cluster,

preventing them from polymerization. Continuing research into obtaining large isolated

structures, Li et al.214 obtained two new discrete molecular anions, ZBT-1 and ZBT-2, with

a spherical shape. Such anions were obtained using Ge4Se10 as a precursor, SnCl4 · 5 H2O as

a Sn source and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([BmIm][BF4]) or 1-butyl-

2,3-dimethylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate [BmmIm][BF4] as an ionic liquid. The structures

are based on two clusters as building units: Ge3Se9, a fragment of the tetrahedral precursor

Ge4Se10, and Sn6Se18, two semi-cubes clusters that are connected by two Se atoms. Regarding

the architecture of the structures, it can be simplified in a truncated dodecahedron with a

large spherical cavity, with dimensions similar to the FAU supercage (see Figure 61).

Figure 61: Different orientations of ZBT-1214

Due to the growing interest in obtaining isolated clusters, due to their dimensions similar

to quantum dots, T3 In-Q (Q = S, Se, S/Se) clusters,215 T4 In-Cd-Q (Q = S, Se, S/Se,

Te/Se) clusters216 and T5 In-Cu-Q (Q = Se, S/Se) clusters217 were recently obtained.

Regarding 2-dimensional structures, Santner et al.218 obtained it using P1 cluster Mn4Sn4Se17
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as a percursor and treating it with 1,2-diaminoethane in [BmIm][BF4]. The structure ob-

tained can be seen as a honeycomb network with heavily distorted hexagonal rings composed

by Sn3Se4 clusters.

Moving on to structures with higher dimensions, Li et al.219 obtained the first 3-dimensional

structures using ionothermal synthesis as a synthesis procedure. By adding small amounts

of hydrazine to the reaction medium containing imidazolium chlorides as the ionic liquid,

different 3-dimensional structures based on Sn-Se were obtained. By changing the relative

amount of hydrazine, as well as the length of the carbon chain of the ionic liquid ([BmIm]+,

1-butyl-3-methyl imidazolium, [BmmIm]+, 1-butyl-2,3-dimethyl imidazolium, or [PmmIm]+,

1-pentyl-2,3-dimethyl imidazolium) it was possible to obtain three distinct structures, all of

them having Sn3Se4 semicubes as building units. The structure of the first compound (see

Figure 62a) can be simplified into infinite Sn-Se chains that are connected to each other,

resulting in a 3-dimensional structure with multi directional channels filled with [BmIm]+

cations. As for the second structure (see Figure 62b), it also presents multi directional chan-

nels filled with [BmmIm]+ cations. However, it presents a different connection mode between

the Sn3Se4 semicubes clusters. Each Sn3Se4 semicube is connected alternately with SnSe4 or

SnSe3(Se2)0,9Se0,1. The third compound has a similar structure to the second compound. In

this case, the channels are filled with [PmmIm]+ cations instead of [BmmIm]+. When the

relative amount of hydrazine increases in the gel that gives rise to the third compound, a

layered compound rather than a 3-dimensional structure is formed.
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Figure 62: Representation of the different 3-dimensional structures, (62a) compound 1 and
(62b) compounds 2 and 3, obtained by Li et al.219

Lin et al.220 were able to synthesize a 3-dimensional material, also composed by Sn and

Se, where [BmIm][BF4] was used as an ionic liquid, avoiding the use of hydrazine the reaction

medium. The building unit of this structure is once again the Sn3Se4 semicube, presenting

three distinct means of connection between the clusters, originating a 3-dimensional structure

with a complex system of channels responsible for the extra-large microporosity of the sample

(see Figure 63). When there is the replacement of [BmIm][BF4] with 1-Ethyl-3-methyl-

imidazolium-bromide ([EmIm][Br]) a layered material with the framework previous describe

in123 is obtained.
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Figure 63: Representation of the 3-dimensional structure obtained by Lin et al.220 where the
organic part was not represented (Sn - gray, Se - green)

It is possible, through ionothermal synthesis, to obtain new structures using 3-dimensional

structures as a precursor. Lin et al.221 observed that when a heat treatment is applied to

the 3-dimensional K2Sn2Se5 structure (3D-1) it undergoes a deconstruction, reducing to a

1-dimensional structure (1D-1), passing through a layered material (2D-1) (see Figure 64).

Although a dramatic change in structure is observed between 3D-1 and 2D-1, 1D-1 and 2D-1

can be considered polymorphic with different dimensions. When cis-2,6-dimethylmorpholine

(DMPP) is added to the 2D-1 heat treatment a different 1-dimensional structure, referred

to as 1D-1, is obtained. The addition of DMPP leads to the replacement of a [BmmIm]+

cation into the structure. From both 1-dimensional structures it is possible to obtain 2D-1

if a thermal treatment is carried out in the presence of ethylenediamine (en). Although the

function of en is not fully known, it seems to stabilize the Sn-Se connections, as the dominant

phase at a temperature of 150◦C or higher is 2D-1, acting as a transformation agent, since

it is not part of the final structure. When a heat treatment is applied again to 1D-1 or to

1D-2 in the presence of DMMP, a 3-dimensional structure, referred as 3D-2 different from

K2Sn2Se5 is obtained. It is concluded that although temperature is the determining factor

in the transformation of the structures, the amines present a secondary role that seems to
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influence the cleavage or reconstruction of Sn-Se bonds.

Figure 64: Scheme summarizing the main experimental results obtained by Lin et al.221

After the first syntheses of these structures, Lin et al.222 conducted a more in-depth

study of the Sn/Ge/Se system in the presence of ionic liquids. With different experimental

conditions, i.e. different amount and nature of amines, it was possible to obtain structures

from 0- to 3-dimensional (see Table 14). It was observed that the amount and nature of

amines in the reaction medium has a direct influence on the chemical composition and on

the dimension of the final structure. The presence of amines, which is directly related to

the pH of the reaction medium, seems to influence the initial formation of clusters that will

originate the final structure. Comparing the final composition of compounds 2, 5 and 7 (see

Table 14), it is concluded that, due to the increased basicity of the medium, there is a greater

tendency to incorporate Sn in the final structure.

Table 14: Different compounds obtained by Lin et al.,222 as well as the reagents which gave
rise to it and the chemical composition of the final products

Compound Ge reactant Sn reactant IL Sn/GeGel Amine (µL) Product Formula Sn/GeProduct

1 K4(H2O)3][Ge4Se10] SnCl4·5H2O [BmIm][BF4] 0,66 DMMP (50) OD - [BmIm]24[Ge27,5Sn32,5Se132] 1,18
2 K4(H2O)3][Ge4Se10] SnCl4·5H2O [BmmIm][BF4] 0,66 DMMP (50) OD - [BmmIM]24[Ge24Sn36Se132] 1,50
3 K4(H2O)3][Ge4Se10] SnCl4·5H2O [BmIm][BF4] 0,46 DMMP (50) 1D - [BmIM]2[Ge4Se9] 0
4 K4(H2O)3][Ge4Se10] SnCl2 [BmmIm][BF4] 0,92 DMMP (50) 1D - [BmmIM]24[Ge4SnSe10] 0,25
5 K4(H2O)3][Ge4Se10] SnCl4·5H2O [BmmIm][BF4] 0,66 DMMP (100) 2D - [BmmIM]2[Ge0,83Sn3,17Se9,06] 3,82
6 K4(H2O)3][Ge4Se10] SnCl4·5H2O [BmIm][BF4] 0,66 en (50) 3D - [BmIM]4[Sn9Se20] ∞
7 K4(H2O)3][Ge4Se10] SnCl4·5H2O [BmmIm][BF4] 0,66 en (50) 3D - [BmIM]4[Sn18Se40] ∞
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The importance of amines in the reaction was also observed by other authors who were

able to obtain heterometallic structures through the insertion of Ag223 or Mn224 into the

Sn-Se system. Li et al.223 obtained six different structures by varying the amount of amines,

temperature and time of synthesis. Of the structures obtained, the laminar structure com-

posed by Ag, Sn and Se stands out, since heterometallic structures with Ag are not common.

The structure of this compound can be simplified into Sn and Se double chains connected by

Ag, thus forming a laminar structure with [BmmIm]+ cations acting as charge compensates

(see Figure 65).

Figure 65: Representation of the Sn-Ag-Se laminar material obtained in223

Regarding the structures based on the combination of Sn-Mn-Se, Du et al.224 were able

to obtain such structures by adding MnCl2 · 4 H2O to the reaction medium. Changing the

amount of ionic liquid used, as well as the type of amine used, four structures were obtained.

All structures obtained are layered, with the Sn3Se4 semicube as building units, differing in

the ring size and the type of compound that exists in the inter layered space. When only

metal-amine complexes are found in the interlayered space, laminar structures with elliptical

six-membered rings are obtained (structures 1 and 2 at the Figure 66). When the space

between layers is occupied by a mixture of metal-amine complexes and ionic liquid cations,

the materials obtained have distorted hexagonal rings. When ethylenediamine (en) is used

as the amine, a structure with an eight-membered heart-shaped ring is obtained (structure
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3 in Figure 66). When the amine is replaced by diethylenetriamine (dien) the structure

obtained consists of both eight-membered heart-shaped rings and compressed six-membered

rings (structure 4 in Figure 66). It is thus observed that when the metal-amine complex

is the only structuring agent, the amine used does not influence the final structure. When

there is competition between the metal-complex and the ionic liquid as structuring agents,

the final structure obtained is influenced by the amine used.

Figure 66: Different 2D materials obtained by,224 with focus on the components that are in
the interlayer space

Continuing the research on this subject, Santner et al.225 evaluated the influence that

the ionic liquid anion has on the final structure as well as the temperature of synthesis. To

this end, several structures were synthesized in which ion liquids with different BX4 anions

were used: BF4 and B(CN)4. When [BmmIm][BF4] is used as an ionic liquid, it is fully

incorporated in the final 3-dimensional structure. However, when [EmIm][B(CN)4] is used

as ionic liquid at low temperatures, there is no presence of the ionic liquid in the structure,

obtaining a 2-dimensional structure with a low distance between layers.
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2.4.3 Surfactant-thermal Method

Surfactants are organic compounds containing hydrophilic groups, which tend to be soluble in

water, and hydrophobic groups, usually composed of hydrocarbon chains that are typically

insoluble in water. This type of compounds has been widely used in the preparation of

nanocrystals and ordered mesoporous materials. In the case of nanocrystals it is possible to

tailor the size, shape and surface properties of the nanoparticles. In the case of mesoporous

frameworks, it allows to control the pore size and phase of porous materials.18,226,227

Since surfactants can control the morphology of materials at micro scale, studies are

currently being carried out to investigate the possibility of using surfactants as structuring

direct agents or solvents. Compared to traditional solvents, surfactants have low vapour

pressure and high thermal stability. With respect to ionic liquids, another class of materials

that has been the target of studies for presenting excellent properties as a solvent in the

synthesis of inorganic crystalline materials, surfactants present numerous advantages, namely

low cost, great commercial availability and different properties (cationic, anionic, neutral,

basic or acidic).226,227

One of the first examples of chalcogenide materials prepared using surfactant is a lamel-

lar tin sulfide compound.228,229 Later, some crystalline lamellar materials based on Sn2S6

dimer,230 Ge4S10
4- T2 cluster,231–233 Ge4Se10

4- T2 cluster234 or Cd8Se(SePh)12Cl4
2- P1 clus-

ter235 were also obtained.

Wacchold et al.234 also evaluated how the surfactant alkyl chain length and the presence

of N-H groups on the surfactant influence the final structure, after having obtained laminar

materials based on Ge4Se10
4-. Regarding the alkyl chain length, it was observed that there

is a change on the spatial arrangement of the material when using a surfactant with an alkyl

chain composed by more than nine carbons. When a surfactant with a N-H is used, isolated

adamantane clusters are obtained instead of a lamellar material.

All the materials presented so far use surfactants as reagent. Xiong et al.236 used for the

first time surfactants as a reaction medium to obtain chalcogenic materials. Using chalco-
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genidoarsenates as a model system, 0-, 1-, 2- and 3-dimensional structures were obtained.

When no surfactant was used on the reaction medium, no type of structure was obtained,

thus showing the fundamental role of surfactants in obtaining such structures. Now using

mercury selenidostannates instead of chalcogenidoarsenates as a model system, the same

team of researchers observed that the use of PEG-400 in such a chemical system allows to

kinetically transform between two thermodynamically stable 1-dimensional phases.237

Continuing the research in this area, a 2-dimensional antimony oxosulfide was synthe-

sized.238 Zhang et al.239 made several syntheses where they evaluated the consequences in

the final material of placing surfactants and amines, compounds used as SDAs, in the reac-

tion medium. Different amines were used and, depending on the amine, different structures

were obtained. Using PEG-400 as a reaction medium, a 2-dimensional material based on the

MnGe2S8N2 trimer was obtained when using hydrazine as amine. By replacing hydrazine

with ethylenediamine a quasi-layered material consisting of T2 MnGe3Se10 clusters is ob-

tained. When 1,2-propanediamine or 1,3-propanediamine is used, a 1-dimensional chain

composed of Ge2Se7 or MnGeSe6 dimers is obtained, respectively. When the surfactant is

replaced by another solvent no structure is obtained. Shen et al.,240 using the A-Cu-Sb-S (A

= Rb, Cs) chemical system and PEG-400 as a reaction medium, obtained for the first time

two new 3-dimensional structures.

The use of surfactants also makes it possible to obtain nanocomposites with unique

characteristics. Xiong et al.241 obtained a nanocomposite that consists of Sn3Se7 layers with

PEG chains into its nanochanels (see Figure 67). Usually, in this type of materials, the

polymers are located between the layers of the inorganic material, and not in the channels

of the structure (see Figure 67b).
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Figure 67: Representation of of the 2-dimensional structures obtained by Xiong et al.241 (Sn
- blue; Se - yellow; C - black; O - red)

3 Photocatalysis Applications

3.1 Introduction

Although it is used worldwide, the term photocatalysis is misleading, since it suggests that

light is the catalyst for the reaction. By definition, a catalyst should be recovered after

the chemical reaction without, theoretically, being modified in the process and can be used

several times. In a photochemical reaction, it is observed that light is absorbed and cannot be

recovered at the end of the chemical reaction. Thus, photocatalysis refers to the acceleration

of a photoreaction through the presence of a catalyst, and not a reaction catalyzed by light.242

A photocatalytic process becomes interesting for environmentally friendly applications

when the photocatalyst used is cheap and stable and it is possible to use sunlight as an

energy source.243 Due to the challenges that today’s society is facing, research in this area,

particularly in the application of photocatalysis for the production of solar fuels (such as

H2 or high added value chemicals like methanol), from the H2O photodecomposition or CO2

photoreduction, and the degradation of organic pollutants, has been the subject of high

interest.2,39
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Given the ecological problems associated with CO2, the main gas responsible for the

greenhouse effect, its reduction for the production of useful chemical compounds has been one

of the current priorities in green catalysis. The use of CO2 for the production of hydrocarbon

fuel using solar energy has currently been the subject of great interest, as the final product

obtained is compatible with existing infrastructure. However, H2 is still seen by many as the

fuel of the future due to its high energy content per mass and clean transformation, although

it does present a number of safety concerns when it is handled, stored and distributed, as well

as low volumetric energy density.2,243–245 It is also important to note that by photochemical

converting sunpower directly to fuel, the problems of storage and distribution associated with

the production of electricity from photovoltaic cells could be overcome.246 The combination

of H2 and fuel cells allows the regulation of the energy flow between the production and

the consumers. Currently, the regulation of energy flow has grown in importance due to

the increased use of renewable energy sources. Renewable energy sources are naturally

intermittent, so the use of storage is necessary to compensate the gap between production

and consumption of electricity.39,247 In addition to becoming an energy carrier, hydrogen

can also participate in the formation of other organic compounds (such as alcohols and

hydrocarbons), which are easier to store and transport.39,248

3.2 Photocatalytic process

The process begins when the photocatalyst is irradiated by sunlight. When the photons from

the solar radiation have a higher energy than the band gap of the photocatalyst, electrons and

holes are produced. Subsequently, the charge carriers are partly transported to the surface

of the photocatalyst, where the electrons may participate in a reduction reaction (see path

A in Figure 68) and the holes in an oxidation process (see path B in Figure 68).17,249–252
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Figure 68: Schematic of a redox process through photocatalysis, where A is an electron
acceptor species and D is an electron donor252

In addition to participating in redox reactions, charge carriers can also undergo recom-

bination (see paths C and D in Figure 68). Charge recombination competes directly with

the redox reactions that occur at the surface of the photocatalyst, becoming one of the main

factors responsible for the low yield of the process.251

To ensure that the desired reaction process takes place as efficiently as possible, charge

separation has to be maximized and redox reactions to the surface have to occur within

the average lifetime of the charges.17 In order to decrease charge recombination rate, a

semiconductor with high crystallinity should be used, since the defects and the boundaries

in the crystalline framework act as traps, thus facilitating the electron-hole recombination.251

For a semiconductor to be used as a photocatalyst, it is required that it presents a set

of properties that make it suitable for such application. It is necessary that the base of the

semiconductor conduction band is located at a more negative potential than the reduction

potential of the acceptor species and that the top of the valence band is located at a more

positive potential than the oxidation potential of the donor species.247,249,252,253 Therefore,

in order to attain high photocatalytic performance, the photocatalyst should have excellent

light harvesting, generation and charge separation properties.

There are two configurations of photocatalytic systems generally used. The first con-
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figuration consists of suspending the photocatalyst in a solvent that is exposed directly to

the solar radiation. It is a simple and an easy system to use and study. However, the ox-

idation and reduction reactions occur at different points of the photocatalyst surface, thus

having a mixture of the final products. The second system is entitled photoelectrochemical

(PEC) cell system. It consists of three main components: a semiconducting photoelectrode

(working electrode), a counter electrode and usually a reference electrode. The photoelec-

trode is responsible for collecting the solar radiation, where charge generation occurs. The

photoelectrode is generally the photoanode, where the oxidation reaction occurs. At the

counter electrode, the photocatode, the reduction reaction takes place. Since the reduction

and oxidation reactions take place in different locations, it is possible to separate the final

products and avoid a possible back oxidation. By comparing the two systems, it is possi-

ble to achieve higher efficiencies in PEC systems.254 However, PEC cells integrate complex

multilayer systems and have stability problems when used.253

3.2.1 Band gap

The band gap of a material corresponds to the energy difference between the top of the

valence band and the bottom of the conduction band. This parameter corresponds to the

minimum energy that must be supplied to the material to promote an electron from the

valence band to the conduction band. Thus, the band gap is closely related to the electrical

conductivity. A material with a high band gap corresponds to an insulator and when the

band gap is very small or the valence and conduction bands overlap the material is called

a conductor. A semiconductor has an intermediate band gap value and, as such, has an

electrical conductivity between that of a conductor and that of an insulator.255

This property of semiconductors gains special attention when it comes to using such

materials as photocatalysts. The performance of a photocatalyst depends strongly on the

band structure and the value of the band gap. To use solar radiation efficiently as a source

of radiation in a photocatalytic process, the band gap should be less than 3 eV in order to
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absorb light into the visible region.256

The class of materials covered in this review allows the combination of the characteristics

of condensed-phase semiconductors with an open architecture. Due to the small dimen-

sions of the clusters that constitute these materials, quantum confinement effects can be

observed. Quantum confinement begins to show when the particle dimensions are similar to

the wavelength of the incident radiation. When this occurs, the optoelectronic properties of

the material, namely the value of the band gap, become a function of the shape and size of

the particles.257

The value of the band gap is highly influenced by clusters chemical composition and

dimensions and the component present on the extra framework volume. The connection

mode between clusters and consequent final topology of the material do not influence the

band gap value very strongly.100,130 Taking into account the materials synthesized so far, it

is possible to obtain materials with band gap values ranging from 0,69 eV79 to 4,10 eV76

and it is currently possible to modulate the value of this parameter as needed.

3.2.1.1 Chemical composition

The chemical composition of clusters is one of the main factors that influence the band gap

value and it is through its variation that it is possible to customize the electronic properties

of the structure. The two materials synthesized by Wu et al.168 are two examples that show

the importance of chemical composition in the value of band gap. SOF-20 and SOF-21 are

two 3-dimensional materials composed of T2 clusters which, although are both composed by

In, Sn and S, have different Sn/In ratios. SOF-20 has a band gap value equal to 3,25 eV

and SOF-21 to 3,07 eV and, according to the authors, this difference is directly related to

the distinct Sn/In ratios in the materials.

Comparing the Ga-Se and Ga-S systems75 (see Figure 69 and Table 3 for more information

about this materials), it can be seen that the Ga-Se system band gap varies between 1,4 eV
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and 1,7 eV. Turning to the Ga-S system, the values of the band gap almost double, varying

between 2,6 eV and 2,8 eV. Even with the insertion of Zn in the Ga-S system, the band gap

still presents values higher than 2 eV. Thus, in this system, the framework anions have a

greater impact on the value of the band gap than the framework cations.

Figure 69: Optical absorption spectra of OCF-6GaSe-TMDP (Eg = 1,43 eV), OCF-13GaSe-
DPM (Eg = 1,76 eV), OCF-1ZnGaSe-TMDP (Eg = 1,71 eV), UCR-7GaS-DBA (Eg = 2,84
eV) and UCF-19ZnGaS-TETA (Eg = 2,60 eV)75

The doping of a certain chemical system allows the customization of the electronic prop-

erties of the final material. The Cu-doping of ISC-10-CdInS, which consists of the isolated

T5 clusters obtained in Ref.,94 results in a band gap reduction from 3,01 eV to 2,11 eV. It is

also observed that when clusters are composed only by In-Cu-S, the value of the band gap is

2,29 eV. Thus, the combination of Cu and Cd allows for the obtention of the lowest band gap

value. Although a reduction in the band gap value is observed when doping ISC-10-CdInS

with Mn, from 3,01 eV to 2,87 eV, this reduction is not as significant as when doping with

Cu.95

As previously mentioned, icosahedral clusters permits the obtention of structures rich in

copper, an element known to reduce the value of the band gap. Luo et al.149 synthesized

different structures based on this cluster, which all have a band gap below 2,1 eV. The low

value of the band gap is due, according to the authors, to the high copper content in the
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structures. Of the combinations tested, Cu-Sn-Se is the one with the smallest band gap (see

Figure 70).

Figure 70: Optical absorption spectra of Cu-Ge-Se (black line - Eg = 1,42 eV), Cu-Sn-Se
(red line - Eg = 1,19 eV), Cu-Ge-S (purple line - Eg = 2,08 eV) and Cu-Ge-Se (green line -
Eg = 1,40 eV)149

It was possible to synthesize different isolated T4 clusters83 and to compare the effect

of Zn, Cu, S and Se in the band gap value. Looking at Figure 71a it is easy to conclude

that when Cu and Se are present, a lower value for the band gap is guaranteed. The type

of amine present on the surface of the cluster also influences the final electronic properties

(see Figure 71b).
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Figure 71: Optical absorption spectra of (71a) OCF-40-CuGaSnSe-PR (Eg = 1,91 eV),
OCF-40-ZnGaSnSe-PR (Eg = 2,71 eV), OCF-40-CuGaSnS-PR (Eg = 2,11 eV), OCF-40-
ZnGaSnS-PR (Eg = 3,59 eV), (71b) OCF-40-CuGaSnSe-4-MPR (Eg = 1,80 eV) and OCF-
40-ZnGaSnSe-4-MPR (Eg = 2,60 eV)83

Since metal selenides and tellurides tend to have a lower band gap than sulfides, multi-

chalcogen doping has been seen as a technique to customize electronic properties. Shen

et al.215 synthesized a set of isolated T3 clusters with different contents of chalcogen and

observed that there is a systematic reduction of the band gap value along with the change

from S, S/Se to Se/Te (see Figure 72).

Figure 72: Optical absorption spectra of IL-InS-1 (Eg = 3,31 eV), IL-InSSe-2 (Eg = 3,00
eV), IL-InSe-3 (Eg = 2,89 eV) and IL-InSeTe-4 (Eg = 2,65 eV)215

Wu et al.86 synthesized a series of materials with the same topology but with different
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chemical composition, in order to evaluate the impact that the chemical composition has

on band structure. Thus, the Zn-Ga-Se was doped with Sn, S or both elements. When the

system is doped with Sn, a red shift in the band gap is observed, evidenced by the reduction

of OCF-5 band gap from 3,23 eV to 2,49 eV (see Figure 73a). However, when doping with

S takes place, a blue shift of the band gap occurs, since OCF-1 band gap goes from 1,71

eV to 3,37 eV. Since doping has opposite effects on the value of the bang gap, it becomes

interesting to evaluate the consequences of dual-doping. It is concluded that the direction

of the shift depends on which of the elements is dominant. However, when comparing the

undoped OCF-5-ZnGaSe-AEP (Eg = 3,23 eV) and OCF-5-ZnGaSnSeS-ECHA (Eg = 2,54

eV) it seems that Sn plays a dominant role against S. The influence of the extra framework

amine on the electronic properties was also evaluated. For the same topology, the nature of

the amine on the band gap value has less influence than doping (see Figure 73b).

(a) (b)

Figure 73: Optical absorption spectra of (73a) OCF-5-ZnGaSe-AEP (Eg = 3,23 eV), OCF-
5-ZnGaSnSeS-ECHA (Eg = 2,54 eV) and (73b) OCF-5-ZnGaSnSeS-TMDP and OCF-5-
ZnGaSnSeS-DAMP and OCF-5-ZnGaSnSeS-ECHA (Eg = 2,54 eV)86

Although the clusters’s chemical composition is one of the main characteristics that

influence the band gap value, Chen. et al169 showed that the position of the dopant in the

clusters influences the direction of the band gap shift. When CPM-120-Zn-Ge-S-AEM is

doped with Ga, which will substitute Ge, an increase in the band gap is observed. CPM-
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120-Zn-GeS-AEM has a band gap equal to 1,90 eV, and when doped with Ga, this value

increases to 2,30 eV. However, when Ga replaces Zn, a red shift of the band gap is observed.

The band gap shift will depend on the amount of Ga added (see Figure 74).

Figure 74: Optical absorption spectra of CPM-120-ZnGeS-AEM (Eg = 1,87 eV) and Ga-
doped analogues (for an addition of 0,10 mmol Ga3+ - Eg = 2,30 eV, 0,20 mmol Ga3+ - Eg =
2,20 eV, 0,30 mmol Ga3+ - Eg = 2,12 eV, 0,40 mmol Ga3+ - Eg = 2,13 eV, 0,45 mmol Ga3+

- Eg = 2,16 eV)169

The influence that the species present in the extra framework space has on the final

electronic properties was also studied by other authors.

When the laminar structure obtained by Manos et al.194 was exchanged with H+, that is,

when the [Zn(H2O)4]
2+ complex was exchanged with H+, a reduction of the band gap value

from 2,08 eV to 1,76 eV was observed.

Qi et al.,146 when studying the SnS-1 laminar structure, observed that there is a decrease

in the value of the band gap when the structure is exchanged with Cs+ or Sr2+. The value

of the band gap, when it presents the organic compound in the interlaminar space, is 2,92

eV. After ionic exchange with Cs+ the value decreases to 2,82 eV or after ionic exchange

with Sr2+ to 2,60 eV. Filso et al.145 compared the presence of two distinct organic species in

the interlaminar space. They observed that when tris(2-aminoethyl)amine is located in the

interlaminar space the band gap of the structure is 2,96 eV. When this species is exchanged

with 1-(2-aminoethyl)piperidine the band gap increases to 3,21 eV.
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3.2.1.2 Cluster dimensions

Due to the size of the clusters, the quantum confinement is an effect that has to be taken

into account. It is observed that clusters with smaller dimensions present an increase in the

value of the band gap due to quantum confinement.

The importance of the cluster dimensions is evident when comparing the band gaps of

SCIF-3, SCIF-7, SCIF-8 and SCIF-9. SCIF-3 and SCIF-7 are composed by T3 clusters and

have as band gap values 3,35 eV and 3,43 eV, respectively. SCIF-8 and SCIF-9, composed

by T4 clusters, have as band gap values 3,12 eV and 3,22 eV, respectively.195

The laminar structures obtained by Xu et al.74 also highlight the consequences of cluster

dimensions. OCF-99 is a laminar structure composed by T4 clusters and OCF-100 is also a

laminar structure but composed by T6 clusters. Evaluating Figure 75 it can be concluded

that the materials composed by the larger clusters have again lower band gap values, even

when these are doped with Mn.

Figure 75: Optical absorption spectra of OCF-99-ZnInS (black; Eg = 3,36 eV), OCF-99-
MnZnInS (red; Eg = 3,23 eV), OCF-100-ZnInS (blue; Eg = 3,25 eV) and OCF-100-MnZnInS
(green; Eg = 2,99 eV)74

3.2.1.3 Connection between clusters
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There are different examples that show that the way clusters are connected does not have

a great importance in the value of the final band gap.118

From the materials with different structures but with similar band gap values, it is worth

highlighting SOF-23 vs. SOF-24 vs. SOF-27, MCOF-1 vs. MCOF-2, SOF-25 vs. SOF-28,

SCIF-1 vs. SCIF-11 and IL-InS-1 vs. SCIF-7 (see Table 15).

However, when comparing isolated clusters with clusters that form a covalent network,

differences in band gap values may arise due to quantum confinement effects. There is a

decrease in the value of the band gap when moving from isolated clusters to clusters that

form a 3-dimensional framework - OCF-40-CuGaSnSe-PR vs. OCF-5-CuGaSnSeDPM83 or

(Me4N)2M[Sn4Se10] ( M = Mn, Fe, Co, Zn) vs (Me4N)4[Sn4Se10]
79 (see Table 15).

Table 15: Main characteristics, highlighting the band gap, of some selected materi-
als70,71,79,83,104,128,196,215

Compound
Chemical

SBU1 Material Band gap
Ref.

Composition Dimension (eV)

SOF-23 [In35Sn5S74]
23- T3 2D 3,2 70

SOF-24 [In19SnS37]
13- T3 2D 3,2 70

SOF-27 [In8,5Sn1,5S18]
4,5- T3 3D 3,2 71

MCOF-1 [Cu6,2In10,6Sn9,2S42,5]
11,2- P2 3D 1,8 104

MCOF-2 [Cu6In12,5Sn7,5S42]
11,9- P2 3D 1,8 104

SOF-25 [In34,5Sn3,5S65]
12,5- TO2 3D 3,1 128

SOF-28 [In35,4Sn2,6S65(H2O)6]
13,4- TO2 3D 3,1 128

SCIF-1 [(In10S16)(Im)2]
4- T3 n/a2 3,2 196

SCIF-11 [(In10S17)(Im)]5- T3 3D 3,2 196

IL-InS-1 [BmmIm]5[In10S16Cl3(BIm)] T3 0D 3,3 215

SCIF-7 [(In10S16)(DmBIm3)2]
4- T3 3D 3,4 195

OCF-40-CuGaSnSe-PR Cu2Ga16Sn2Se35·12 C5NH12 T4 0D 1,9 83

OCF-5-CuGaSnSe-DPM Cu2Ga16Sn2Se33· C11N2H22 T4 3D 1,5 83

- (Me4N)2Mn[Sn4Se10] T2 3D 2,1 79

- (Me4N)2Fe[Sn4Se10] T2 3D 1,3 79

- (Me4N)2Co[Sn4Se10] T2 3D 1,9 79

- (Me4N)2Zn[Sn4Se10] T2 3D 2,2 79

- (Me4N)[Sn4Se10] T2 n/a2 2,4 79

1Secondary Building Unit. 2Not available. 3DmBIm: 5,6-Dimethyl-benzimidazole - C9H10N2
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3.3 Solar Fuels

3.3.1 H2 Generation

3.3.1.1 Introduction

The use of H2 as an energy vector has been the subject of growing interest, as its oxidation

produces only water and releases large amounts of energy (see Equation 1).243,258

1/2 O2 (g) + H2 (g) → H2O (l) ∆G0 = −237 kJ mol-1 ∆H0 = −286 kJ mol-1 (1)

Currently, the production of H2 is done through natural gas reforming. Besides having

a non-renewable origin and requiring high temperatures, CO2 and traces of CO are co-

obtained. Consequently, in order to obtain H2 without the need of non-renewable sources as

well as avoiding the production of greenhouse gases, the dissociation of water has been seen

as a viable alternative.243

The sustainable production of hydrogen can be divided into two groups, depending on

the source of electrons. It is possible to produce H2 through electrochemical water splitting

(see Figure 76a) using electricity from renewable resources, by collecting energy directly from

sunlight via photoelectrocatalytic (PEC) (see Figure 76b) or photocatalytic powder solution

(see Figure 76c) water splitting.
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(a) Electrochemical
(b) PEC

(c) Photocatalytic
powder solution

Figure 76: Schematic representation of the experimental arrangement of the different forms
of sustainable production of H2

17

In the first process mentioned, the source of electrons comes from an applied current. In

the other configurations the electrons come from the interaction between the semiconductor

and the incident radiation. Although the first process is already available, the other two

still present a low efficiency which does not justify its commercialization.247 Recently, the

process of producing H2 from a dispersed semiconductor in an aqueous solution has attracted

a lot of interest, as it allows direct use of sunlight without the need to use solar cells and

electrolysis units.247 According to Maeda et al.253 it is necessary to produce a photocatalyst

with a quantum efficiency 2 of about 30% at 600 nm that justifies a photocatalytic powder

solution. When it is possible to build such a system, it will have a solar-to-hydrogen energy

conversion efficiency 3 of about 5%, still below what can be achieved by a PEC system.

However, it is a good starting point to start practical applications.

Whether the energy source comes from electricity or sunlight, the decomposition of water

to form H2 starts with the adsorption of H∗ on the surface of the catalyst, which can be

described by Volmer’s reaction for an acidic (see Equation 2) or a basic medium (see Equation

3). In the Equations 2 and 3, ∗ represents an empty active site and H∗ a hydrogen atom

connected to an active site.247

2Quantum efficiency can be defined by the ratio of the number of reacted electrons to the number of
absorbed photons249

3Solar-to-hydrogen energy conversion efficiency can be defined as the ratio of the total energy produced
to the input energy from standard sunlight irradiation17
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H3O
+ (aq) + e− + ∗ ⇀↽ H∗ + H2O (l) (Volmer reaction - acidic) (2)

H2O (l) + e− + ∗ ⇀↽ H∗ + OH− (aq) (Volmer reaction - basic) (3)

Depending on the nature of the catalyst, the reaction may be between two adsorbed

hydrogen, i.e. it may be described by the Tafel equation (see Equation 4), or it may be

between an adsorbed hydrogen atom and a H+ from the electrolyte, which can be described by

the Heyrovsky equations (see Equations 5 and 6 for acidic and basic medium, respectively).247

H∗ + H∗ ⇀↽ H2 (g) + 2 ∗ (Tafel reaction - acidic and basic) (4)

H∗ + H3O
+ (aq) + e− ⇀↽ H2 (g) + H2O (l) + ∗ (Heyrovsky reaction - acidic) (5)

H∗ + H2O (l) + e− ⇀↽ H2 (g) + OH− (aq) + ∗ (Heyrovsky reaction - basic) (6)

The decomposition of water is a non-spontaneous reaction, that is, it presents a ∆G0 > 0

(see Equation 1). A catalyst allows the alteration of the kinetics of a reaction, but not its

thermodynamics. Thus, it only promotes spontaneous reactions, i.e., reactions with negative

∆G0. Photocatalysis, by converting light into chemical energy, makes the process of water

decomposition feasible. In this way, it is possible to produce a clean fuel, H2, from an

abundant and cheap source, H2O.259 Equations 7 and 8 illustrate the two reactions that

occur during the photodegration of water.
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2H+ + 2e− → H2 (7)

2 H2O + 4 h+ → O2 + 4 H+ (8)

Considering the reduction potential of H+ to H2 (E0 = -0,41 V vs. NHE at pH 7,00)

and the oxidation potential of H2O in O2 (E0 = 0,82 V vs. NHE at pH 7,00), the photon’s

minimum theoretical energy is 1,23 V. However, it is observed that there is an activation

barrier when transferring the charges from the photocatalyst to the water molecules. Taking

into account the overpotential associated with the oxidation and reduction reactions, a band

gap between 1,7 eV and 2,2 eV is required to decompose the water.247,249,253

When only pure water is used in the reaction system the process is generally inefficient,

because in the water oxidation process four holes are needed (see Equation 8).243 As such,

in order to increase the production of H2, sacrificial molecules are usually used as electron

donors, since they allow the scavenged of holes and the electron-hole recombination is re-

duced. Moreover, no O2 is produced, since the water oxidation reaction does not occur, so

there is no need to purify the final gas. Electron donors have to react faster with the holes

than water in order to avoid water oxidation. Usually, CH3OH or a mixture of NaS/Na2SO3

is added to the aqueous system for that purpose. However, it produces waste products,

thereby reducing the sustainability of the process.249,259

3.3.1.2 Cluster-based chalcogenide materials

Table 16 presents several chalcogenide cluster-based materials that were used as pho-

tocatalysts in the generation of H2. Different authors use this reaction to show that the

material they synthesized can be used as a photocatalyst.63,127,151,166
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3.3.1.2.1 Impact of the sacrificial agent used

Zheng et al.30,63 used for the first time cluster-based materials as photocatalysts for H2

production.

Of the different structures previously obtained in Refs.31 and,206 the one that stands

out most is the ICF-5InCuS-Na structure, since it has a chemical composition similar to

CuInS2, a material with important photovoltaic applications.39 ICF-5CuInS-Na is capable

of producing up to 18 µmol h-1 g-1 of H2 when irradiated with visible light and while using

Na2S (0,5 M) as a sacrificial agent (see Figure 77a). This catalyst has a quantum efficiency of

3,7% at 420 nm. Although it has a lower quantum efficiency than the Pt/CdS photocatalyst

(∼ 28%),260 the quantum efficiency is much higher when compared with the dense phases

of CuIn5S8 (∼ 0,02% while using AgS2 as a co-catalysts) or CuInS2 (lower than the one

presented by CuIn5S8).
20 When the sacrificial agent is replaced by Na2SO3, the amount of

H2 produced is reduced to about one tenth (see Figure 77b). These results suggest that the

SO3
2- ion is a less efficient sacrificial agent than the S2- ion.
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(a) Photocatalytic H2 evolution from an aqueous
solution of Na2S (0,5 M)

(b) Comparison of photocatalytic H2 evolution
from an aqueous solution of Na2S (0,5 M) and
and aqueous solution of Na2SO3 (0,5 M)

Figure 77: Photocatalytic H2 evolution of ICF-5CuInS-Na (0,5 g) using as sacrificial agents
aqueous solutions of Na2S (O,5 M) or Na2SO3 (0,5 M) and using as light source 300 W Xe
lamp, λ>420 nm30

3.3.1.2.2 Effect of open architecture

It can be observed that, by shifting from a dense structure to an open architecture

structure, it is possible to obtain materials with a band structure suitable for water splitting.

For example, it is not possible to observe the generation of H2 in In2S3, a 3-dimensional

dense structure, even using UV irradiation.261 However, UCR-7InS-AEP, a semiconductor

material with an open architecture obtained by Zheng et al.30 shows photocatalytic activity

when irradiated with UV radiation (see Figure 78). In addition, when compared to the

photocatalytic activity of ZnS, a material usually used as a photocatalyst, UCR-7InS-AEP
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presents a higher activity, without the need to use any co-catalyst.

Figure 78: Comparison of photocatalytic H2 evolution from an aqueous solution of Na2SO3

(0,5 M) over UCR-7InS-AEP or ZnS (0,5 g) using 300-W Xe lamp as a light source30

The open architecture also allows the incorporation of optically active organic molecules

or metal complexes that improve visible-light absorption. The [Fe(2,2’-bipyridine)2]
3+ com-

plex was incorporated into UCR-20GaGeS-TAEA by means of an ion exchange. After the

ion exchange, the hybrid material obtained has an absorption that extends from the UV to

the visible-light region (see Figure 79). When irradiating UCR-20 GaGeS-TAEA with UV

light it presents catalytic activity, and no activity occurs when irradiating the structure with

visible light. However, the hybrid material already shows photocatalytic activity with visible

light for at least 24 hours.

Figure 79: UV/Vis diffuse reflectance spectra of UCR-20 GaGeS-TAEA before and after an
ionic exchange with the [Fe(2,2’-bipyridine)2]

3+ complex30
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3.3.1.2.3 Impact of the chemical composition and cluster size

Chen. et al169 used the materials CPM-120 and CPM-121 as photocatalysts for H2 gen-

eration. The structures CPM-121-ZnCdGeS, CPM-120-ZnGaGeS and CPM-121-ZnGeSnS

were evaluated (see Figure 80). CPM-121-ZnCdGeS presents the highest activity, showing

that the presence of Cd2+ in the T2 cluster presents a positive effect on the photocatalytic

performance.

Figure 80: Photocatalytic H2 evolution of CPM-121-ZnCdGeS, CPM-120-ZnGaGeS and
CPM-121-ZnGeSnS (50 mg) in the presence of Na2S (0,25 M) and Na2SO3 (0,10 M) as
sacrificial agents and using 300 W Xe lamp as light source169

Hao et al.216 synthesized three distinct 3-dimensional structures, named T4-1 ([BMMIm]9

[Cd3In17S31Cl4]), T4-2 ([BMMIm]9[Cd3In17S13Se18Cl4]) and T4-3 ([BMMIm]9[Cd3In17Se31Cl4]

[4,4’-bpy]), and these structures were treated with ultrasounds in DMSO in order to obtain

isolated and highly dispersed T4 clusters in solution. Figure 81a shows the results of the

photocatalytic tests of the samples, before and after the ultrasonic treatment. Before this

process the samples show low photocatalytic, which gradually increases during the 5 hours

of the test. After the ultrasonic treatment, it was observed that T4-2 and T4-3 present a

photocatalytic activity about five times higher than the solid samples. However, the T4-1

sample does not present such an increase in photocatalytic activity since this sample pre-
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sented difficulties of dispersion in most common solvents.

(a)

(b)

Figure 81: (81a) Photocatalytic H2 evolution of T4-1, T4-2 and T4-3 (25 mg) in the presence
of TEOA as sacrificial agent, Pt as co-catalyst and using 300 W Xe lamp with a cutoff filter
(λ>420 nm) as light source. (81b) Band structures of T4-1, T4-2 and T4-3 obtained by
impedance-potential measurements216

The differences in photocatalytic activities can be explained due to different factors.

Different chemical compositions and cluster sizes lead to changes in the position of the

bands (see Figure 81b), directly affecting the photocatalytic generation of H2. As seen

before, selenides usually have a lower band gap than sulfides. Thus, through the insertion of

Se in the clusters it is expected that the band gap of the structures decreases, a phenomenom

that occurs in the three structures studied. Isolated T4 clusters allow a larger number of

surface sites to be exposed and the average mean-path of the electrons is reduced, so the

probability of charges recombination is reduced and the electrons reach the surface with

more energy.

It is also possible, by analyzing the transient photocurrent response of a structure, to

make observations regarding its capacity to create and separate charges. This analysis was
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performed on the isolated clusters T4-2 and T4-3 (see Figure 82) and it was observed that,

since T4-3 presents an induced photocurrent higher than T4-2, T4-3 presents a higher produc-

tion capacity and charge separation, thus explaining why it exhibits a higher photocatalytic

activity.

Figure 82: Current vs. time curves of T4−2 and T4−3 isolated clusters216

Regarding the stability of photocatalysts, it was observed that there were no changes in

the UV−vis spectra after 10 hours of photocatalytic reaction, and the production rate of H2

remained practically constant after five cycles.

Wang et al.217 also using ionic liquids, obtained six structures based on T5 clusters: T5-

1 ([BMMIm]12[Cu5In30Se52Cl3(Im)]), T5-2 ([BMMIm]12[Cu5In30Se48 · 5 S3 · 5 Cl3(Im)]), T5-

3 ([BMMIm]11[Cd6In28Se52Cl3(MIm)]), T5-4 ([BMMIm]11[Cd6In28Se28 · 5 S23 · 5 Cl3(MIm)]),

T5-5

([BMMIm]11[Cd6In28Se16S36Cl3(MIm)]) and T5-6 ([BMMIm]9[Cd6In28Se8S44Cl3(MIm)3]).

By analyzing the structure of the bands of the synthesized materials (see Figure 83b),

T5-1 and T5-2 cannot be used in the photodegradation of water, since the valence band

does not present an adequate potential. It is observed again that the higher the sulfur

content in the structure, the higher the band gap. However, the higher the sulfur content,

the greater the photocatalytic activity of the structure (see Figure 83a). One of the possible

explanations presented by the authors is that the higher the sulfur content, the more negative
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the conduction band, so the driving force of the photogenerated electrons to reduce H+ is

higher. Hence, there is a balance between the band gap value and the conduction band

position.262 Again, in order to evaluate the capacity of charge generation and separation,

the photocurrent densities were measured (see Figure 83c) and the results are in accordance

with the photocatalytic activity shown by the samples.

(a)
(b) (c)

Figure 83: (83a) Photocatalytic H2 evolution of T5−3, T5−4, T5−5 and T5−6 (10 mg) in
the presence of TEOA as sacrifical agent, Pt as co-catalyst and using 300 W Xe lamp with a
cutoff filter (λ>420 nm) as light source. (83b) Band structures of T5−1 to T5−6 obtained
by impedance-potential measurements. (83c) Current vs. time curves of T5−3 to T5−6217

3.3.1.2.4 Hybrid architectures

Hybrid structures made of metals and semiconductors have been the subject of intense

research, since the presence of metal-semiconductor heterojunction improves the charge sep-

aration of the material. Liu et al.200 have developed hybrid materials consisting of silver

nanowires (Ag-NWs) whose surface is evenly coated by T4 Mn-Zn-Ga-Sn-S clusters. In this

way, a 0D/1D/1D material, referred as T4/Ag2S/Ag-NW, was obtained consisting of silver

nanowires covered with T4 clusters with an ultra thin layer of Ag2S between them, which

serves as an adhesive between the two materials. Besides testing the photocatalytic activity

of T4/Ag2S/Ag-NW, other clusters, such as T2, T3 and T4, and the Ag-NWs and Ag2S

nano particles without any cluster were also tested. Regardless of the type of cluster used,

there is always an increase in activity when these are deposited in Ag-NWs (see Figure 84a).

The structure with the highest photocatalytic activity is T4/Ag2S/Ag-NW. Different Zn :
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Mn mass ratios were also evaluated in the clusters and how they affects the photocatalytic

activity of the final material. A 7:8 ratio leads to maximum photocatalytic activity (see

Figure 84b). A material containing T4 Zn-Ga-Sn-S and Mn-Ga-Sn-S clusters was also syn-

thesized in order to find out what the impact of having Zn and Mn in different clusters is.

It was observed that the photocatalytic activity of the sample containing the Zn and Mn in

separate clusters is much lower than the sample containing the Zn and Mn in the same clus-

ter (see Figure 84b). It was thus concluded that the synergistic effect between the different

metals plays a fundamental role in the photocatalytic activity of the material. However, the

mechanism of this synergistic effect is not yet known. In order to evaluate the importance

that the thickness of the cluster layer has in the photocatalytic activity, materials with dif-

ferent amount of clusters were produced. It was observed that the photocatalytic activity is

dependent on the amount of clusters present in the material, presenting a maximum activity

for a loading amount equal to 9,13 % wt (see Figure 84c).
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(a) (b) (c)

(d)

Figure 84: Photocatalytic H2 evolution of (84a) materials with different clusters and their
corresponding heterojuntions (5 mg), (84b) T4/Ag2S/Ag-NW with different Zn:Mn mass
ratios (5 mg) and (84c) T4/Ag2S/Ag-NW with different loading amounts (5 mg) in the
presence of Na2S (0,1 M) and Na2SO3 (0,1M) as sacrifical agent and using 5 W Xe lamp
with a cutoff filter (λ>420 nm) as light source. (84d) Current vs. time curves of silver nano
wires, discrete T4 clusters and T4/Ag2S/Ag-NW200

The photocurrent response properties of Ag-NWs, discrete T4 clusters and T4/Ag2S/Ag-

NW were measured in order to assess the charge production capacity and charge separation

of the materials, as well as their stability. For the discrete T4 clusters, a rapid increase of the

photocurrent is observed at first, followed by a rapid decrease (see Figure 84d). This rapid

decrease can be explained by the photocorrosion that occurs. T4/Ag2S/Ag-NW presents

an increase in photocurrent regarding Ag-NWs, managing to keep the photocurrent more

or less constant (see Figure 84d), thus overcoming the stability problems associated with

photocorrosion of the discrete T4 clusters.
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3.3.2 CO2 Photoreduction

3.3.2.1 Introduction

It is widely known that the CO2 anthropic emissions need to be suppress in order to limit

climate change. In the last 200 years there has been an approximate increase in atmospheric

CO2 from 270 ppm to 412 ppm. This increase is thought to be responsible for the heating of

the atmosphere due to the impossibility of re-emitting infrared radiation, thus causing global

changes in the climate.263 Since the main source of CO2 emissions is fossil fuel consumption

(burning 1 t of carbon in fossil fuels releases approximately 3,5 t of CO2
264), a reduction

in its consumption is necessary, although it is estimated that energy demand will increase.

Several strategies to reduce the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere have been studied,

such as the efficient use of carbon-based energy sources, the use of carbon-free energy sources

and the use of CO2 capture techniques. As fossil fuels are still relatively abundant today and

alternatives to them are not yet economically viable, CO2 capture has been seen as a potential

solution to reduce emissions of this gas.265 The storage of the captured CO2 is seen only as a

temporary solution, since it only displaces the CO2 from the atmosphere to another location.

In addition, there are long-term ecological consequences of using the Earth as CO2 storage

and the technologies available today are expensive and require a high energy input.245,266,267

Instead of sequestering CO2, the use of captured CO2 as a raw material for the production

of value-added chemicals has been seen as an attractive alternative.244 It is now possible

to find processes where CO2 is used as feedstock, for example in the production of urea,

salicyclic acid and polycarbonates. However, only about 0,5% of the CO2 emitted by human

sources is used in industry.263 Therefore, the use of CO2 as a raw material will only have a

significant influence on the reduction of emissions when it is used in the production of fuel,

as the consumption of fuel is about two orders of magnitude higher than the consumption

of chemical products.268

Since CO2 is a relatively stable and inert compound, most reduction procedures involve
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high pressures or temperatures.252 Photocatalysis has been seen as an alternative to these

processes. The conversion of CO2 into hydrocarbons or alcohols at room temperature and

atmospheric pressure using sunlight has been seen as a very feasible option to close the

carbon cycle.

Inoue et al.,269 using several photocatalysts such as WO3, TiO2, ZnO, CdS, GaP and

SiC, photoreduced CO2 for the first time in aqueous phase, obtaining formaldehyde, formic

acid, methyl alcohol and traces of methane.

Most publications suggest that the first step towards the CO2 photoreduction is the for-

mation of the species H• (Equation 9) and CO2
•− (Equation 10).270 The most energetic stage,

and often the limiting step, is the formation of the species CO2
•−, which has a reduction

potential equal to E0 = - 1,90 V vs NHE at a pH = 7,00.271 Since this potential is quite high

and never reached by any semiconductor, it is suggested by some researchers that CO2
•− is

not an intermediate of this reaction, thus passing through a bi-electronic mechanism that

does not need such high activation potential.272,273

H+ + e− → H• (9)

CO2 + e− → CO2
•− (10)

Although the formation of CO2
•− presents a high reduction potential, the transfer of

multiple electrons (see Equations 11 to 16)4 with the assistance of H+ presents reduction

potentials comparable to its own reduction potential (see Equation 17).270,273,274 Looking at

Equations 11 to 16, it is easy to infer that there are kinetic challenges regarding the reduction

of CO2 to obtain more complex products. It is possible to find proof of concept that allows

the obtention of carbon monoxide and formate from CO2. However, more complex products,

such as methane and methanol, require multiple transfers of both electrons and protons.

4The redox potentials presented in Equations 11 to 17 are vs. NHE at pH 7,00
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Currently, it is possible to obtain such products but with a low efficiency.271,275 Besides

obtaining the desired products, it is also possible to observe some inverse reactions. For

example, due to the strong oxidative potential of the holes and the presence of O2, it is

possible to oxidize the desired hydrocarbons formed to CO2 again.267

CO2 + 2H+ + 2e− → CO + H2O E0 = −0, 53 V (11)

CO2 + 2H+ + 2e− → HCOOH E0 = −0, 61 V (12)

CO2 + 4H+ + 4e− → HCHO + H2O E0 = −0, 48 V (13)

CO2 + 6H+ + 6e− → CH3OH + H2O E0 = −0, 38 V (14)

CO2 + 8H+ + 8e− → CH4 + 2H2O E0 = −0, 24 V (15)

2CO2 + 12H+ + 12e− → CH3CH2OH + 3H2O E0 = 0, 08 V (16)

2H+ + 2e− → H2 E0 = −0, 41 V (17)

When the photoreduction of CO2 is performed in water, liquid or gas phase, it is in direct

competition with H2 (see Equation 7) and H2O2 formation by O2 reduction (see Equation

18). Although thermodynamically the reduction of CO2 is favored over H2 formation, in

kinetic terms the formation of H2 is favored. CO2 photoreduction is about two to three

orders of magnitude slower than H2 production.276 Thus, the evolution of H2 predominates

when thermodynamic conditions are met. The competition between these two reactions is
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partly responsible for the low efficiency and selectivity of the CO2 photoreduction process.254

O2 + 2H+ + 2e− → H2O2 (18)

3.3.2.2 Materials for CO2 photoreduction

Since the first use of photocatalysis to reduce CO2, several studies on various photocat-

alysts, such as TiO2 with or without doping,12,277–282 Bi2WO6,
283 Zn2GeO4

284 or CeO2
285

have been carried out. However, most of these materials only have a response in the ultravi-

olet region or present low stability when irradiated. In addition, bulk materials have a high

electron-hole recombination.286 In order to obtain materials that are more efficient in the

CO2 photoreduction process, the use of quantum dots,71,287 hierarchical nanostructures or

laminar materials37,288 as alternatives to traditional photocatalysts have been investigated.

Quantum dots have been seen recently as promising photocatalysts candidates. Com-

pared to other commonly used photocatalysts, such as organic donor–acceptor molecules or

transition metal complexes, quantum dots have greater stability and photoactivity. Due to

the quantum confinement effect, it is possible to extend the absorption range to near-infrared,

thus improving the radiation absorption properties. The phenomenon of multi-exciton gen-

eration was also observed in some quantum dots, namely on PbS, PbSe and PbTe. Normally,

a photon generates an electron and a hole. However, it was observed that in some materials,

when the energy of the incident photon has at least twice the bandgap energy, multiple

charges are generated.289 This phenomenon can therefore increase the efficiency of photocat-

alytic systems based on quantum dots. However, most of the quantum dots studied so far

have heavy metals in their composition, such as Cd and Pb, not being candidates for practi-

cal applications, namely green applications.287 It is therefore imperative to develop this class

of materials without the presence of heavy metals. Previously, several examples of isolated

Tn clusters without heavy metals were presented, as well as their use as photocatalysts in H2
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production. These structures can be seen as a special type of quantum dots, as they have a

high surface/volume ratio, exact chemical composition, precise structure, uniform size and a

light response over a broad spectrum range.216 Although these structures have already been

used for the production of H2,
216,217 it is not possible to find substantial literature on their

use for CO2 photoreduction.

Another class of materials that presents high potentialities in CO2 photoreduction is the

hierarchical nanostructures one. These structures have a high CO2 adsorption capability,

a high surface area, improved molecular diffusion and enhanced light harvesting due to

scattering effect.288 Such characteristics make it possible to obtain a photocatalyst for the

CO2 photoreduction with superior activities. From this class of materials there are several

examples that contain sulfur in their composition such as CdS multicavity hollow particles,290

CdS nanoparticles dispersed on WO3 hollow spheres,291 CuInS2
292 or MoS2

293 dispersed into

TiO2 nanofibers, In2S3-CdIn2S4
286 or ZnIn2S4-In2O3

294 nanotubes and the combination of

mesoporous TiO2 and layers of MoS2 into 3D graphene.295

Layered materials have also been seen as potential candidates, as they have high surface

areas compared to their bulk structures and, therefore, present a high number of active sites

on the surface. 2-dimensional composites resulting from the combination of two laminar

materials may also present an enhanced photocatalytic activity due to possibility of band

gap tunnig and heterojunction formation.296 The synthesis of thin films allows the reduction

of the average mean path of charge carriers, reducing or even eliminating it recombination.297

It is possible to find examples in the literature of the use of thin films made of CuInS2,
298

ZnIn2S4
297,299 and CuIn5S8

300 in CO2 photoreduction.

3.3.2.2.1 Cluster-based chalcogenide materials

As seen before, cluster-based chalcogenide materials are marked by an enormous diversity

of both chemical composition and types of structure. Since it is possible to obtain mate-
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rials with characteristics similar to quantum dots, nanostructured and layered materials,

structures that have been reviewed recently for presenting promising results in CO2 photore-

duction, it makes sense to investigate them as active photocatalysts. However, it was only

possible to find one example of the use of cluster based materials as photocatalyst in CO2

photoreduction.

Using the CPM-120-ZnGeS structure previously obtained by Lin et al.,166 Sasan et al.301

tested it in the CO2 photoreduction reaction. Through ionic exchange, the SDA was ex-

changed with Au3+ or Pd2+ in order to evaluate the impact that the extraframework cations

have on the band gap of the materials and its consequence on the photocatalytic performance

of the material. The structure with the SDA, designated as AEM@GeZnS, has a bandgap

of 2,8 eV. After ion exchange with Au3+ (sample entitled Au@GeZnS) or with Pd2+ (sample

entitled Pd@GeZnS), a reduction of the bandgap to 2,6 eV and 2,5 eV is observed, re-

spectively. In order to evaluate the photogeneration and charge separation properties, PEC

measurements were carried out (see Figure 85a). It is noted that the sample with the highest

photocurrent density is the Au@GeZnS sample, with a density about five times higher that

of AEM@GeZnS and about twice to that of Pd@GeZnS.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 85: (85a) Current vs. time curves of AEM@GeZnS, Pd@GeZnS and Au@GeZnS.
(85b) Photocatalytic CH4 evolution of AEM@GeZnS, Pd@GeZnS and Au@GeZnS (0,2 g) in
a gas-solid system and using 300 W Xe lamp as light source301

In order to assess the photocatalytic performance of the samples AEM@GeZnS, Pd@GeZnS

and Au@GeZnS, CO2 photoreduction to produce CH4 in the presence of H2O vapor over

a gas-solid system was performed (see Figure 85b). The samples with metal incorpora-

tion present a higher photocatalytic activity. Under the same experimental conditions, the

Au@GeZnS sample exhibits a superior photocatalytic activity. It was also observed that

any of the materials is capable of keeping photocatalytic activity after three cycles without

appreciable degradation. According to the authors, the samples with incorporated metals

present a superior photocatalytic performance due to two reasons. First, it is observed that

the ion exchange with metals leads to a reduction of the bandgap of the materials. Secondly,

with the incorporation of metals, an increase in photocurrent density is observed. Such

phenomenon is associated with a better charge generation and separation properties, thus
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contributing to a better photocatalytic performance.

3.4 Degradation of Organic Dyes

3.4.1 Introduction

Due to the increase of organic pollutants in the air and in waste water streams, it has become

imperative to develop green technologies that allow the degradation of these compounds. To

this end, advanced oxidation processes have been developed which allow the destruction of a

wide variety of organic pollutants due to the presence of highly potent and strongly oxidizing

radicals. Of the different processes available, heterogeneous photocatalysis is highlighted,

since it allows the effective treatment of liquid and gas streams.302,303 This process facilitates,

at room temperature, the degradation of a wide variety of organic compounds into CO2 and

H2O without requiring a high energy input.304

The photocatalytic process of degradation of organic components starts in the same

way as any photocatalytic process: the absorption of radiation with energy suitable for the

semiconductor bandgap leads to the excitation of an electron to the conduction band and

the formation of a hole in the valence band. When the charge carriers reach the surface, they

can participate in redox reactions. In aqueous gassed suspensions, the electrons can reduce

the oxygen, originating superoxide ions O2
•− and their protonated form HO2

• (see Equations

19 and 20), and the holes oxidize the molecules of adsorbed water, forming hydroxyl radicals

HO• (see Equation 23). HO2
• can be further reduced by obtaining H2O2 (see Equations

21 and 22). The reduction of oxygen is an important step, since it consumes the electrons

that are formed, avoiding the recombination of charges with consequent increase of hole

lifetimes.303

O2 + e− → O2
•− (19)
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O2
•− + H+ → HO2

• (20)

HO2
• + e− → HO2

− (21)

HO2
− + H+ → H2O2 (22)

H2O + h+ → HO• + H+ (23)

There are still some issues concerning the main oxidative species. Although the generated

holes have the potential to oxidize organics directly (see Equation 24), in aqueous solution

it is more likely that the hydroxyl radical acts as the main oxidative species (see Equation

25).302,304

R + h+ → R•+ → Degradation Products (24)

R + HO• + O2 → Degradation Products (25)

3.4.2 Cluster-based chalcogenide materials

Table 17 shows several examples of the use of cluster based materials as photocatalysts in

the degradation of organic components. On a laboratory scale, rhodamine B (see Figure

86a), metyl orange (see Figure 86b) and methylene blue (see Figure 86c) are used as organic

compounds to be degraded.
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(a) Rhodamine B (RhB)

(b) Metyl Orange (MO)
(c) Methylene Blue
(MB)

Figure 86: Different organic compounds used as model molecules in the photodegradation
of organic compounds

3.4.2.1 Impact of porosity and framework properties

Chen et al.167 used the CPM-120-ZnGeS-AEM structure previously obtained by Lin et

al.166 as a photocatalyst in the photodegradation of RhB and MB. To evaluate the impact

of the porosity on the photocatalytic activity, an ionic exchange with Cs+ was performed

in order to eliminate the SDA. Two structures were tested: 1-AEM, material before ionic

exchange and therefore structure with negligible porosity, and 1-Cs, material after ionic

exchange with an unobstructed porous system. When 1-AEM is used as photocatalysts,

after 6 hours of irradiation with visible light, a degradation of about 80% of RhB was

observed (see Figure 87a). When 1-Cs is used as a photocatalysts instead of 1-AEM, after

1,5 hours the organic compound has been fully degraded. RhB photodegradation rates

under the two catalysts can be fitted by a pseudo-first order reaction (see Figure 87b). The

photodegradation reaction under 1-Cs presents a rate constant equal to 2,39 h-1 and under

1-AEM to 0,27 h-1, about nine times less than the rate constant of 1-Cs. The differences

in activity between the two photocatalysts can be explained from the different porosity of

the samples. 1-AEM has a BET area of 7,28 m2 g-1 and 1-Cs of 467,19 m2 g-1, about 64

times the BET area of 1-AEM. Other factors such as the stability of the photocatalyst, the

type of the counter-ion or band structure cannot explain such a difference in activity. The

diffraction pattern of both photocatalysts before and after the reaction remains similar. A

control experiment was performed where only Cs+ was placed in the reaction medium to
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find out if this compound was capable of degrading the RhB and, observing Figure 87a, it is

concluded that the presence of this compound is not capable of degrading the organic dye.

In terms of band structure, both materials have a similar band gap.

The activity of 1-Cs was also compared with the activity of TiO2 doped with Ti3+, a

normal doping technique used to increase the visible light photoactivity of TiO2. As can be

seen in Figure 87c, after 1,5 hours TiO2 can only degrade about 10% of the RhB present.

Thus, it can be concluded that 1-Cs presents a photocatalytic activity much higher than

TiO2 doped with Ti3+.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 87: (87a) Photodegradation of RhB over 50 mg of 1-AEM or 1-Cs using a 300 W
Xe with a cutoff filter (λ>420 nm) as a light source. (87b) Psuedo-first order plots for the
photodegradation of RhB over 1-AEM and 1-Cs. (87c) Photodegradation of RhB over 50
mg of 1-AEM, 1-Cs or TiO2 doped with Ti3+ using a 300 W Xe with a cutoff filter (λ>420
nm) as a light source. (87d) Photodegradation of MO over 50 mg of 1-AEM or 1-Cs using
a 300 W Xe as a light source.167

Regarding MO degradation (see Figure 87d), after 6 hours of irradiation with UV/Vis

light there was a degradation of 88% of such organic compound when 1-AEM is used. When

1-Cs is utilized for the MO photodegradation, its behavior is similar to that shown by 1-AEM.
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The difference in the degradation rates of RhB and MO can be explained by the inherent

properties of the framework. Both photocatalysts have a negatively charged framework.

Thus, the RhB can diffuse freely through the porous system of the photocatalyst, by cation

exchange with AEM or Cs and therefore access the active sites of the photocatalysts of the

porous system. As the ion exchange in 1-AEM is slower than in 1-Cs, due to the large size

of AEM, fewer active sites are available in 1-AEM, which explains the difference in activity

between the two photocatalysts. Regarding the degradation of MO, this organic dye has a

negative charge, so due to the electrostatic repulsion, its diffusion in the porous system of

the photocatalyst used is not possible. Thus, only the active sites at the external surface of

the photocatalyst are available.167

Xue et al.163 synthesized two structures, CSZ-9 and CSZ-10, based on the connection

between T2 and P1 clusters composed by In and Se. What differentiates the two structures

is the way the clusters are connected, thus originating distinct topologies with different pore

openings. CSZ-9 presents a minimum pore opening of 9,30 Å and CSZ-10 has two types

of pores with different dimensions, 7,82 Å× 8,16 Å and 10,13 Å× 16,77 Å. Because both

structures showed absorption in the visible region and a band gap equal to 2,1 eV, they were

used in RhB photodegradation. As can be seen in Figure 88 both structures are photoactive,

maintaining their crystallinity after the photocatalytic reaction. After 50 minutes, CSZ-9

is capable of degrading about 46,4% of the RhB present and CSZ-10 about 65,8%. The

different degradation rates are related to the different window aperture of the two materials,

as they have similar chemical composition, same type of clusters and same band gap value.

CSZ-9 has a smaller pore opening than CSZ-10, which limits the diffusion of the organic dye,

thus justifying the lower degradation rate.
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Figure 88: Photodegradation of RhB over 10 mg of photocatalysts using a 300 W Xe as a
light source163

Wu et al.168 obtained two layered interrupted materials, SOF-23 and SOF-24, whose

building unit is the T3-InSnS cluster. What differs between the two materials is the way

the clusters are connected, giving rise to two different topologies. MB photodegradation was

used to evaluate the photocatalytic capabilities of the synthesized materials.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 89: (89a) Photodegradation of MB over 1 mg of photocatalysts using a 300 W Xe as
a light source. (89b) Current vs. time curves of SOF-23 and SOF-24168

Looking at Figure 89a, it is easy conclude that both materials can photodegrade MB

efficiently. Of the two synthesized materials, SOF-23 degrades a larger amount of MB in the

same time interval as SOF-24. Since both materials have the same chemical composition,

and they are composed by the same type of clusters and have the same band gap value, a

photoelectric response was analyzed to evaluate the separation properties of photogenerated

charges. Figure 89b easily shows that SOF-23 has a higher photocurrent density than SOF-

24, thus presenting better separation properties of photogenerated charges than SOF-23.

The authors conclude that the differences in photocatalytic performance can be explained

by the different charge separation properties of the materials, that may be related to the

different forms of connection between the clusters.
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3.4.2.2 Impact of chemical composition

Shen et al.215 obtained isolated T3 clusters composed of [In10Q16Cl3(BIm)]5- (Q = S (IL-

InS-1), S7,12Se8,88 (IL-InSSe-2), Se (IL-InSe-3), Se13,80Te2,20 (IL-InSeTe-4)) that are stabilized

by [BmmIm]+ cations. The photodegradation reaction of the MO was used to evaluate the

photoactivity of the synthesized samples. The capacity of the samples to photodegrade MO

under ultraviolet (see Figure 90a) and visible-light (see Figure 90b) radiation was considered.

(a)

(b)

Figure 90: Photodegradation of MO over 30 mg of photocatalysts using a (90a) 300 W Xe
as a UV light source or a (90b) 300 W Xe with a cutoff filter (λ>420 nm) as a visible-light
source215

Looking at Figure 90a, it can be observed that the sample with the highest degradation

rate is IL-InS-1. Changing the incident radiation to visible changes the outcome drastically.

Although IL-InSeTe-4 has the worst performance with UV, it is the sample with the best

performance with visible radiation (see Figure 90b). Such differences in reaction rates can be

explained through the band structure of the materials. It is observed that with the different
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contents of chalcogens in the clusters, from S, S/Se, Se to Se/Te, the absorption limits suffer

a red shift, thus promoting responses from the ultraviolet region to the visible region.

Huan et al.147 synthesized a series of materials composed by Sn and Se. From the different

materials obtained, the photocatalytic activity of compounds 1, 2, 5 and 6 was evaluated (see

Figure 91). Compounds 1 and 2 are isostructural, presenting a laminar structure which has

as primary building unit the semicube cluster. What distinguishes these two materials is the

complex counter cation present. Compound 1 has as counter-ion the [Mn(en)3]
2+ complex

and compound 2 [Fe(en)3]
2+. Whereas compounds 5 and 6 can be seen as 0-dimensional non-

clusters structures composed of [Sn(Se4)3]
2- and as counter anion the complex [Mn(en)3]

2+

or [Fe(en)3]
2+, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 91: Photodegradation of MB over 30 mg of photocatalysts ((91a) photocatalysts with
Mn and (91b) photocatalysts with Fe) using a 275 W Hg with a cutoff filter (λ>420 nm) as
a visible-light source147

Comparing the photocatalytic activities of the four compounds, it can be seen that
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compounds 1 and 2 can degrade a larger amount of MB in the same time interval than

compounds 5 and 6 under visible light radiation (see Figure 91a for 1 vs 5 and Figure 91b

for 2 vs 6). This difference in photoactivity can be explained through the different dimensions

of the materials. Materials 1 and 2 have a 2-dimensional structure that seems to minimize

the electron-hole recombination, with consequent better photocatalytic performance. In

addition, the photoactivity of the residues SnSe2/MnSe of 1 and 2, respectably listed SM1

and SM5, SnSe2/FeSe of 2, named SF2, and SnSe2/Fe3Se4, named SF6, was studied. As can

be seen in Figure 91, the residues present a higher photoactivity than their precursors. The

composition at the surface of SM1 and SF2 was evaluated and, besides the Sn, Se, Mn or

Fe elements, it was possible to find small amounts of C and N. The presence of carbon is

responsible for increasing charge mobility, thus promoting reactions that involve the transfer

of electrons. Therefore, according to the authors, the presence of residual amount of carbon

at the surface of the photocatalysts is responsible for the increase of photocatalytic activity.

3.4.2.3 Hybrid architectures

Liu et al.199 doped TiO2 nanochips with In-Cd-S T5 clusters in order to reduced TiO2

bandgap value. In order to produce these nanochips, the T5 clusters were first synthesized.

Then, the clusters were dissolved with a Ti precursor and, finally, a pyrolysis was performed

at different temperatures (400◦C, 500◦C, 600◦C, 700◦C, 800◦C) to obtain the nanochips.

With the increase in pyrolysis temperature an increase in the crystallinity of the sample is

observed. When the pyrolysis temperature is equal to 800◦C, small holes are formed in the

nanochip with the dimensions of the clusters. In addition, XPS signals associated with Cd

3d and In 3d disappear, supporting the idea that when a pyrolysis at 800◦C is performed,

the clusters are eliminated from the nanochip. With respect to the bandgap values, this

value decreases with the increase in pyrolysis temperature until it reaches 800◦C. Of the

different photocatalysts tested (see Figure 92), the one that presents a greater capacity of
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degradation (and greater reaction rate constant Ka) is the sample that suffered a pyrolysis

at 700◦C. When Ka is normalized with the BET area, the photocatalyst with the highest

normalized Ka value is the one that underwent pyrolysis at 500◦C. Thus, the photocatalyst

degradation efficiency is not only related to the sample porosity, but is strongly related, and

perhaps more importantly, to the band structure and radiation absorption capacity of the

sample.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 92: (92a and 92b) Photodegradation of MB over 5 mg of photocatalysts using a 125
W Xe with a cutoff filter (λ>420 nm) as a visible-light source. (92c) Degradation reaction
rate constant Ka

199
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3.5 Final Considerations

Cluster-based chalcogenide materials are suitable to be used as photocatalysts for the pro-

duction of H2, from water decomposition and for the degradation of organic compounds.

Regarding CO2 photoreduction, although it is possible to find one example of the use of

these materials, further research is still needed.

For H2 production, it has been observed that these materials have a quantum yield higher

than dense phases composed by the same chemical elements. Although structures with an

open architecture present a band gap superior to their dense phase, such increase is not

necessarily a negative consequence. For example, In2S3 does not present photocatalytic

activity even when irradiated with UV radiation. On the other hand, even though UCR-

7InS-AEP exhibits a band gap superior to In2S3, it can produce H2 even when irradiated

with visible radiation. The presence of a porous system also allows the insertion of dyes or

metal complexes, thus increasing its light absorption properties.

Looking at Table 16 it can be seen that even though the structures are capable of pro-

ducing H2, the production rate is low. This may be due to the fact that in 3-dimensional

structures, the porous volume is partially occupied by the SDA, thus reducing the active

sites available for participation in the reaction. By evaluating the results obtained from

the photodegradation of organic compounds, the importance of porous volume and shape is

confirmed. When the SDA is replaced by Cs, thus increasing the BET surface area, there is

a nine-fold increase in the reaction constant.

One solution found to circumvent the problem of eliminating the SDA was the use of

isolated clusters instead of structures with higher dimensions. These clusters have charac-

teristics similar to quantum dots and might be stabilized by the ionic liquids used during the

synthesis process. However, the used technique implied their dispersion in solvents. Thus,

although this solution works in gas-liquid approaches, it may not be the best methodology

when it comes to synthesizing photocatalysts to be used in gas-solid systems. In systems

where the pore obstruction does not arise, materials with superior dimensions can present
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higher photocatalytic performances, as observed in the experimental results obtained in.147

As can be seen, the value of the band gap as well as the position of the valence and

conduction bands have a huge impact on photocatalytic performance. The chemical com-

position of the material seems to be one of the parameters that most influences the band

gap. Copper is one of the metals that seems to lead to a red shift in the band gap. It was

also possible to establish a relationship between the chalcogen composition and the band

gap value. Higher sulfur contents lead to a larger band gap, with the conduction band be-

coming more negative. On the contrary, a higher selenium content in the clusters leads to

a lower band gap. The content of these two elements allows the customization of the band

structure of the final material, taking into account two factors: the position of the bands

and the band gap value. A more negative conduction band will produce charge carries with

more reductive potential. However, higher band gaps mean that more energetic photons are

needed to generate charges and losses in energetic yields. Thus, there is a balance between

the two phenomena that must be taken into account when synthesizing a material to be

used as a photocatalyst for a specific reaction. Although the connection mode between the

clusters does not seem to have much influence on the value of the band gap, it does seem to

influence the charge separation properties of the material, as shown in.168

Hence, there are two factors that influence the photocatalytic performance of a material:

the characteristics associated with the band structure and light absorption capacity together

with the porosity of the samples. Although both factors are important, according to the

conclusions drawn in,199 the characteristics associated with the structure of the material

bands have a greater impact on the photocatalytic performance of the material.

The synthesis of hybrid materials is a great way to improve photocatalytic performance.

The existence of a synergy between the multimetalic clusters dispersed in a metallic substrate

was observed. This effect contributes to the increase in photocatalytic activity and has yet

to be scientifically explained. It was also noted that the presence of small amounts of carbon

or nitrogen at the surface of the materials resulting from the degradation of the SDA is
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sufficient to improve the photocatalytic performance.

4 Conclusion and Future Perspectives

Intensive research is being done on the synthesis of new materials that could present superior

photocatalytic performance. Recently, quantum dots, nanostructured or laminar materials

have been investigated as photocatalysts, as they present optimal properties for applications

in this field of science. Nevertheless, the use of new oxide-based materials remains the most

common. Materials based on less conventional species, such as sulfur and selenium, are

increasingly being seen as possible alternatives to oxides. It is observed that chalcogenide-

based materials have electronic properties, namely band structure and band gap value, more

suitable to be used in solar-power driven processes than oxide-base materials. There are

already several studies regarding the usage of chalcogenide-based materials as photocatalysts

for the production of H2 through water splitting and degradation of organic compounds.

Although it is possible to find in the literature examples of the use of sulfur-based materials

in CO2 photoreduction, the use of cluster-based materials in this reaction is still at a very

early stage. Since it is possible to find materials consisting of clusters with characteristics

similar to quantum dots, nanostructured and laminar materials, it is imperative to study

their use as photocatalysts in CO2 reduction, both in gas-liquid and gas-solid photocatalytic

systems.

Nowadays it is possible to obtain materials based on chalcogenide clusters with an enor-

mous diversity, both in terms of chemical composition, that leads to a wide range of band gap

values, but also structures with uncommon topologies. However, there are some problems

associated with these cluster-based materials. These materials generally have low thermal

stability, i.e. they tend to collapse at temperatures above 300◦C. The difficult elimination of

the SDA used during the synthesis, which occupies an extra framework position, is another

problem, since it does not allow to take full advantage of the structure’s open architecture.
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Large parts of these materials have in their composition toxic or non-abundant metals, which

makes their use in a green process ethically questionable. Taking into account the limitations

of the use of these materials, it is suggested a set of possible improvements is suggested, that

could result in increased photocatalytic performance, since the current performance does not

justify their marketing on a large scale.

The presence of SDA in the porous system is one of the main problems, since it obstructs

the porous volume, with a consequent decrease in active sites available. The most used

technique is an ionic exchange with a cesium salt. However, such a technique does not

always guarantee success. The use of non-conventional SDAs, namely compounds that can

be used in sulfides or selenides systems and are not suitable for oxides, which are easier

to degrade can be seen as a solution. More recently, there has been a special interest in

nanocasting. This method, which has already been used to obtain porous materials from

CdS, could be an alternative to the more conventional hydrothermal synthesis.

One of the challenges in obtaining a photocatalyst adapted to a given reaction, using a

specific radiation, is to have a band structure suitable for the reaction under study and a

band gap fitted for incident radiation. Taking into account the enormous diversity of known

cluster-based materials, it would be interesting to perform a band structure engineering by

manipulating the cluster chemical composition or composite formation, in order to obtain

a band gap value more suitable to a specific reaction. The fast electron-hole recombination

in another physical phenomenon that contributes to the low performance of the current

known photocatalyts. In order to improve the properties of charge separation, the study and

development of heterojunctions, such as Z schemes or Schottky juntion, that involve this

type of materials is something to consider, since it is a widely used methodology but still in

its initial phase regarding cluster-based materials.305,306

The radiation absorption properties, in addition to band structure features, is another

characteristic to take into account when someone engineers a photocatalyst. The use of or-

ganic dyes, which act as antennas, is commonly used to increase the photocatalyts absorption
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capability. There is a lack of exploration of the inherent characteristics of laminar materials

and how these same characteristics could be used to increase photocatalytic performance,

namely the possibility of inserting organic dyes in the interlaminar space.

Having said that, the production of solar fuels is still at a very early stage, and there has

to be a coordinated effort from all areas of science so that, one day, this technology can be

made a reality.
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